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Abstract

In the completely integrable case one can ask, when do geometrically induced rep-

resentations split into one dimensional weight spaces. In this thesis this problem has

been solved in an interesting case, that of the Bott tower. This is then applied to yield

a geometric interpretation of the multiplicities of finite dimensional representations

of compact Lie groups.
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[Total Revolution is our slogan;

Future history belongs to us]

from Prison Diary

by Jayaprakash Narayan

" 'You are still young,' said Athos,

'and there is still time for your
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Introduction

In the late 1950's R. Bott and H. Samelson intoduced certain manifolds which they

used to study the cohomology of the 1(IT, the flag variety of a compact Lie group [(,

and the cohomology of n(In the loop space of 1(. These manifolds, which throughout

this paper are referred to as the Bott-Samelson manifolds, have periodically come up

in various guises. Recently, in the summer of '89, Bott noticed that these manifolds

supported an action of a real torus of half the dimension of the space [Bl]. This is a

special case of the phenomenon of complete integrability. One expects that complete

integrability should be reflected in the simplification of some geometric structure. In

his letter to M. Atiyah he conjectured that the Bott-Samelson manifolds should be

realizable as some kind of tower of projecivized vector bundles. He conjectured that

there should be some form of induced representation and that under the action of

this large torus this representation should decompose into irreducible distict complex

lines. Lastly he conjectured that given that the flag manifold is so closely linked

with associated Bott-Samelson manifolds, such a complete splitting into lines could

lead to some kind of canonical basis of irreducible finite dimensional representations

of the compact Lie groups. In fact this very problem was solved my G. Lusztig at

approximately the same time using the machinery of quantum groups. It seems likely
that there may be a strong connection between quantum groups and this approach

although this has not, as yet, revealed itself.

As to Bott's idea that the Bott-Samelson manifolds are projectivized towers, this

is clarified in the the section on Bott towers. Bott towers are introduced, they are

natural generalizations of Hirzebruch surfaces and they promise to provide interesting

examples of various phonomena. In the first chapter geometrically induced represen-

tations are reviewed; the notation closely follows [A-Bl.] The model for complete

integrability and geometrically induced representations, is complex projective space.

This example is discussed. A general fact about complete integrability and complex

manifolds is spelled out as was communicated in [Bl.] Some general conjectures are

made about the almost complex case. Bott towers have nice almost complex struc-

tures which are preserved by the action of the large torus. This permits the construc-

tion of a equivariant elliptic differential operators DL. The kernel and cokernel provide
the desired representations and complete integrability does yield a virtual splitting
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of the index. We call this the simple multiplicity result for Bott towers. There is a

section on functoriality of the index which appears necessary for this proof although

it is hoped that a proof can be found which avoids the excursion into topology. The

second chapter explores the connections with representation theory.

If G is a group one way to seek representations of this group is via geometric

induction. Let G act on a manifold 1\1. For the rest of the paper we will assume M

is compact without boundry. Let (A., d) be a G-equivariant elliptic complex. This
then induces a representation of on each of the cohomology spaces, Hi(Ae, d). While

it is often difficult to undersand the cohomology itself it is often possible to study

the index. If we let the index of the elliptic complex to be 2:( _l)i Hi (A e, d), then G

induces a virtual representation on the index of the complex. Denote the representa-

tion ring of G by R( G). If G is the set of inequivalent irreducible representations of

G then R(G) is the free abelian group generated by G. Hence we may write

I)-l)iHi(Ae,d) = 2: l\1V' V
veG

n times
"

e'\ : Tn --+ U(l)

(0.1)

(0.2)

(0.3)

where ,,\= (db d2, ••• ,dn) E zn and e'\(ei2/r1l1, ei2/r1l2, ... ,ei2/rlln) = ei21l' 2:::'1 d,II,. So

in this case

2:(_l)i Hi(A., d) = 2:m" . e".
"

Here m" is called the multiplicity of the weight ,,\ and if m" = 1 whenever m" =f:. 0
the representation is called multiplicity free. A weaker condition which will be of more

interest here is requiring m" = :1:1when m.\ =P 0 which will be called simple multiplic-

ity. Note that the presence of multiplicities -1 indicate a virtual representation. The

case of the torus is of course important because when G is complex semi-simple or

compact its finite dimensional complex representations are completely determined by
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the character of a maximal torus. The case of multiplicity free is important (respec-

tively simple multiplicity) because the decomposition into one dimensional subspaces

gives us a canonical basis of the representation (respectively virtual representation.)

R. Bott points out in a letter to 1\1. F. Atiyah [B1] that complete integrability of
a manifold can imply the existence of a canonical basis for geometrically induced rep-

resentations. Complete integrability is taken to mean the existence of a torus Tn (as

above) acting smoothly on a real2n-dimensional manifold with isolated fixed points.

Bott shows in the case of Tn acting holomorphicly on a complex n-dimensional man-

ifold M with equivariant holomorphic line bundle L the induced representation on

f(M, L) splits into complex lines. This is accomplished by choosing a fixed point and

filtering the sections by degrees of vanishing at that point. It was hoped that there
was such an action on a manifold closely related to the the flag manifold Gj B of a

complex semi-simple Lie group G with Borel subgroup B. This in turn would lead

to a canonical basis for finite dimensional representations of G via Borel- Weil-Bott

theory. This turns out not to be successful in the original context however it will

be useful to review this theory briefly [B2]. As an aside, the problem of finding a

canonical basis was subsequently solved by G. Lusztig using quantum group methods

[L].
Let ~+ be a positive root system for the Lie group G. We recall that there is

a 1-1 correspondence between irreducible representations and the set of dominant

weights with respect to ~+. Let ,\ be an integral weight and B be the Borel subgroup
with Lie algebra b = ~EElEOE.:l+ g-O, the negative root spaces. If r is the rank of

G then e" is an irreducible representation C,\ of Tr on C which extends naturally to

B :::> Tr. Thus the line bundle L,\ := G XB C,\ --+ Gj B has an action of G by left

multiplication. This induces a representation of G on HO(Gj B, L,,) = qGj B, L,,)
(Dolbeaut cohomology with coefficients in L,\). The Borel- Weil theorem tells us that

if,\ is dominant, this is simply the unique irreducible representation, V",with highest
weight ,\ and further (Bott,) that Hq(GjB,L,,) = 0 for q > O. So in fact the index

of the rolled up Dolbeaut operator twisted by the line bundle, 0+ 0*~ V'L, which is

E(-l)iHi(GjB,L,,) is simply V\. We can restrict to the action of TT on GIB which

then acts on the index of 0+ fJ* ~ L". Hence the character index is just the character

of V". Of course as mentioned above

11



VA ~ 'l)-l)iHi(G/B,L,\) = Lm~. e~
~

(0.4)

with m~ is the multiplicity of the weight It. When JL = >., m~ = 1 but in general
m~ > 1 when m~ =I- O.

In order to try to further split these weight spaces into one dimensional pieces

one first passes to a Bott-Samelson manifold Af defined in [B-S]. If Wo is the longest

element of the Weyl group of G then 1\1 is built out of Al and a reduced expression

for Wo in terms of simple reflections. M is a sequence of blows up of G/B which

maintain the action of TT. Demazure showed that a map W : Al -+ G / B induces

an isomorphism Hq(G/ B, LA) ~ Hq(Af, w-L,\) as TT modules [D]. Composing this

isomorphism with that of 0.4 we obtain 'L.(-l)iHi(AI,W-LA) ~ VA.The surprising

fact is that M admits an action of an-torus, t with n the number of positive roots

[Bl]. Hence we are in the completely integrable ca"e. This action lifts to an action on

w-LA and so by Bott's observation above, this should split VA into one dimensional
pieces. The character can be computed via the Atiyah-Bott fixed point formula. Some

of the multiplicities were discovered to be negative integers implying, that t does not
act holomorphicly.

The author's solution is to relax the category to that of an almost complex struc-

ture J and to study the G-equivariant index of a a twisted Dolbeault or equivalently

Spine twisted Dirac operator asscociated to the almost complex structure DF with F

a line bundle [L-M]. This is in done in the more general setting of a manifold that is

the successive projectivization of rank-2 complex plane bundles. \Ve assume that at

each stage of the projectivization, there is a section. Again one can find a torus t
of half the dimension of the manifold acting on it. One can also find an equivariant

almost complex structure and lift the action to an auxiliary line bundle.

Theorem 0.1 Let M be a successive p1'Ojectivization of complex two-plane bundles,

with complex dimension n. Suppose further that at each step in the tower of two-

sphere fiber bundles, there is a section. Let L-+ 1\1 be a line bundle. For any effective
action of an n-torus on the tower preserving the sections and an equivariant operator

(a + a-) 0 L, the virtual character index has simple multiplicity.

This is proven by induction. The families index theorem [A-S1] is used in stages.
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When applied to a Bott-Samelson manifold AI, which is a successive projectiviza-
tion, one obtains a virtual representation of a torus t that naturally contains the

maximal torus T of the group as mentioned above. Restricting the character to the

maximal torus T C t, gives the ordinary character of the representation V.\. This
is proven by finding an almost complex structure, j which is invariant under t.
Demazure showed that the manifolds Bott and Samelson discovered were algebraic

varieties and hence carry an honest complex structure J. The maximal torus T C I<

acts on M preserving both J and j.

Theorem 0.2 There is a family of T -equivariant almost complex structures J(, 0 ~

€ ~ 1, with Jo = J and J1 = j.

The homotopy invariance of the index shows that the t character extends the

ordinary T character. Studying the form of our extended character reveals that the

weights in the dual Lie algebra of the larger torus, Lie(T) = i*, live in a non-convex
shape the author calls a twisted cube. Counting the signed lattice points in the

twisted cube yields the dimension of the representation while first intersecting with

subspaces (inverse images of points under the projection i* --+ t*) yields multiplicities
of weights in the original representation.

13



Chapter 1

Simple multiplicity in
projectivized towers
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1.1 Geometrically induced representations

In this section we will briefly review the machinery of geometric induction. This is not

meant to be an exposition of the material but rather an opportunity to set notation.

The general idea is to start with a Coo-manifold Al with some kind of geometric

structure, and an action of a group G on Al that preserves that geometric structure.

Out of this data one constructs a representation of the group G. Probably the most

familiar example is the case of a complex semisimple Lie group G acting on M = G j B
with B a Borel subgroup. This induces a representation on the Dolbeault cohomology

with coefficients in a line bundle Hi(G/ B, L). In the case that L comes from a

dominant weight of G, the geometrically induced representation on HO(Gj B, L),
coincides with the ordinary notion of an induced representation.

1.1.1 Elliptic Complexes

Let M be a COO-manifold. Suppose we have vector bundles {Ej} over M. Denote by

f(Ej), COO-sections of Ei. A sequence of kth order differential operators

(1.1)

is called a differential complex if djdj_1 = 0 (sometimes abbreviated J2 = 0.) Let r(E)
denote this complex. The vector spaces

(1.2)

(1.3)

are the cohomology groups (thought of as additive groups) of the complex f(E).

Locally we can write a kth order differential operator

alai
di = L Ao(x)-

lol~k axo
here Q here is a multi-index. Locally then the principal symbol of this operator is

defined to be

a(dj) = L Aa(x)~o.
lol=k

15
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The variables ~ are coordinates in the fibers of the cotangent bundle, T* M. It turns
out that the principal symbol is a globally well defined object. Let 1r* : T*M-+M.
The symbols of the operators of the complex r(E) induce a sequence of bundles called

the symbol sequence

*E O'(di_d *E O'(d;) *E... -+1r ;-1 -+ 1r ; -+ 1r ;+1-+ ..• (1.5)

over T*M A differential complex is said to be elliptic if its symbol sequence is exact

off of the zero section. An important property of a differential complex that is elliptic

is that if the manifold AI is also compact, then the cohomology of the complex is

finite dimensional.

1.1.2 Lifting actions

Suppose 1:M -+M is a smooth map. Suppose as above we have an elliptic differential

complex r(E). Consider maps

for each i, which covers I. Composing <pi with r we get a map

i r * <PT : r(E;) -+ r(f Ei) -+ r(Ei).

(1.6)

(1.7)

If Ti commute with the differential operators, i.e .. diTi = Ti+Idi, then we call the

collection of maps {<pi} a lifting of f to the complex r(E). A lifting of f, {<pi}, to

r(E) induces maps

(1.8)

which by abuse of notation we also denote Ti• In particular suppose we have a left

action of a group G on a manifold AI. Let fg-I be the map

19-1 : AI -+ AI
m 1-+ 9-1• m

(1.9)

and assume there is a natural lifting of fg-I. Call the map induced from the lifting of

fg-I, T; (later we shall see why this convention makes sense.) Suppose further that

16



if g, h E G then T;T~ = T;h' Then we call the resulting representation on Hi(f(E))

a geometrically induced representation.

1.1.3 Almost Complex Structures and The Dolbeault Op-

erator

Suppose M is an even dimensional manifold with an almost complex structure J. If

m E M then Jm : TmM-+Tmj}f is a linear map such that (Jm)2 = -Identity. Thus

the complexification splits as follows

TA10 C ~ (TA1)I.0 EEl (TAl)o,1 (1.10)

with (T M)I,O the +i eigenspace and (TA1)°,1 the -i eigenspace of J acting on TM0C.

There is a similar splitting for T* A-I 0 C. With this splitting one obtains a bigrading

on /\ *(T* M 0 C) (here /\ taken to be over C) such that

/\T(T* A10 C) = ED /\p,qT*M.
T=p+q

be the projection. The ordinary exterior derivative is an operator

Define the operator

where 8 = 7r'p,q+Id. If 82 = 0, then we can form a complex

(1.11)

(1.12)

(1.13)

(1.14)

(1.15)

The symbol of 8 is 0'(8)(TJ,e.p) = TJO,II\e.p, with TJ E T*Af, TJ = TJ1,o + TJO,I, and e.p E /\o,q.

The symbol sequence is exact, so the complex is elliptic. The condition that 82 = 0,

17



is equivalent to the almost complex structure being integrable, which by [N-N] is

equivalent to the almost complex structure coming from an honest complex structure.

Suppose, in this case, that L-+ 1\1 is a holomorphic line bundle. If we choose a

hermitian metric h on L, this determines a unique connection \7L on L as follows.

If s is a local holomorphic trivializing section, and \7Ls = 0 QS)s is determined by

the connection 1 form 0, which is defined by the equation 0= h-18h. The connection
decomposes as \7L = \71. + \7'L, where \71. = 8 + 0 and \7'L = tJ. Suppose r.p QS)s E
f(l\o,q(T*M) QS)L). Then define the operator tJL

~(r.p QS)s) = (tJ QS)\7l,)(r.p QS)s) = (tJr.p) 0 s + (-I)qr.p QS)\7'Ls. (1.16)

If s is a holomorphic section then this operator simplifies to 8QS)1. From this we build

the twisted complex

... a~l f(1\O,q-l (T* M) QS)L) 8~1 r(1\O,q(T* Jll) QS)L) &5!} r(1\O,q+! (T* M) QS)L) a~l ....

(1.17)
which is again elliptic. We write the cohomology of this complex as Hi(M, L). If we

suppose that we have a hermitian metric on T* 1\1 then we can form the adjoint tJ*
to the operator tJ. Putting this together with. the connection we can "roll up" the

complex ( 1.17) into one operator

(1.18)

This is an elliptic operator. The even cohomology of ( 1.17) is captured in the

kernel, ker DL = Heven(M, L) while the odd cohomology is captured in the cokernel,

coker DL = Hodd(M, L). vVe call this operator the (twisted) Dolbeault operator.

The operator DL is well defined and elliptic even if tJ2 =f; O. In that case Hi(M, L) no
longer makes sense, and we do not have a canonical choice of \7L. Nevertheless we

may choose a \7L, and thus \7'1. and define DL. Though we do not have cohomology we

still have the kernel and cokernel of DL. It is precisely in the case in which the almost

complex structure is not integrable that the operator DL is necessary to provide

"cohomology." In fact such an operator may be defined more generally. Breifly,

if our even dimentional manifold, 1'1, has a Spine structure, we can define a Spine

18



operator analogous to the Dirac operator. If the Spine comes from an almost complex

structure, then is operator is simply a + a*. As before we can twist the operator by

choosing a connection on a line bundle over Af.

1.2 Complete Itegrability and the Twisted Dol-
beault Operator

In this section we define the G -index of the iwisted Dolbeault operator. We study

the case of the torus action on complex projective space. We define what we mean

by complete integrablity and using complex projective space as a model generalize to

complex manifolds. From this we form a conjecture about almost complex manifolds.

1.2.1 The G -Index of the Twisted Dolbeault Operator

Suppose G is a compact Lie group acting on an almost complex manifold M (on the

left )with almost complex structure J. vVeassume that the group action preserves this

structure J. Let 9 E G, and let Ig : Af ~ Af be the diffeomorphism obtained by left

translation by g. As mentioned before it will actually make more sense to work with

Ig-l. The linearization of left translation at a point is

(2.19)

If we complexify the tangent bundle and the map and take the transpose, we have a

map

(2.20)

Since the action preserves the almost complex structure J, this map preserves the -i
eigenspace of J,

(2.21)

Now the g-1 convention becomes clear. Since T(lg-I)*T(h-1)* = T(/(gh)-I)*, a left

action is induced on f(Ap,qT* Af). In particular if a2 = 0 and L ~ M is a holomorphic

equivariant line bundle, then this induces representations of G on Hq(M, L). Even

19



if fP i= 0, if we suppose L -+ 1\1 is au equivariant line bundle, with equivariant

connection VL, and an equivariant metric, then we can define DL as in ( 1.18). This

will be an equivariant operator and so we will induce representations of G on ker DL
and coker DL.

Recall that in Section 1.1.2, if g E G, we let T; denoted the associated endo-

morphism the cohomology Hi(f(E)) of the elliptic complex f(E). The G-index or

character index of f(E) is a character of the group G, inda (f(E)) defined by

(2.22)

with 9 E G and the trace taken by considering T; as an endomorphism of the finite

dimensional vector space Hi (f(E)). Applying this definition to the above 2n dimen-

sional almost complex manifold Af, with equivariant line bundle Land equivariant

connection VL, we have

n

inda (f(l\o'*T* Af 0 L),parlial) = '2) -1)ich(Hi(A1, L))
i=l

(2.23)

with ch the character of the representation of G on Hi(A1, L), in the case where lP = 0
and L is holomorphic. Even in the non-integrable case, where [j2 i= 0 we have

inda(DL) = ch(kerDd - ch(cokerDd (2.24)

While it is often very difficult to study the geometrically induced representations

specifically, it is often possible to obtain information about the index.

1.2.2 Complex Projective Space

Perhaps the most beautiful example of geometrically induced representations is on

cpn. This example is very much a model situation in that we can induce interesting

representations on sections of holomorphic line bundles, and we hace an action of

an n torus which is what we call complete integrability. More specifically have the

principal bundle
H := CX -+ Cn+1 \ {OJ =: E

1
cpn

20



where CX := C \ {O}, and the right bundle action is given by (Zll'" zn) . t -
(ZIt, ... znt) Now let k E Z we can form the associated line bundle

with Ck is the CX module obtained by left multiplication by tk, t E C. Holomor-
phic sections of this bundle come from maps! : E-+Ck such that !(zot, ... , znt) =
t-k !(zo, ... , zn)' In other words, ! is homogeneous of degree -k. If k :5 0 then L has

sections which are given by the homogeneous polynomials of degree -k.

We can now induce interesting representaions geometricall. The group SU(n+l)

acts linearly on cn+! \ {O}by the restriction of its defining representation. This action

commutes with the right bundle action on E. Thus this induces an action on cpn, on

L and on the space of holomorphic sections f(CPn,L). This is in fact an irreducible

representation of SU(n+1) and the module, as we have seen above, is the space of

homogeneous polynomials on Cn+l of degree -I.:. A canonical basis for this space is

the set of monomials
ZPO ••• ."Pno -n ,

L:?=l Pi = -k, and Pi ~ O.

We would like to see this basis geometrically. Suppose we restrict to a maximal torus

Tin SU(n+1) which could be represented as the diagonal determinant one matrices.

The torus T has dimension n which is the complex dimension of cpn. This case of

a torus acting on a manifold of half the dimension (real) of the manifold we will call

complete integrability. The T thus acts on r( cpn, L) and splits it into weight spaces.
In particular the basis above is preserved by this action and these monomials span

the weight spaces. We can take generators Wi = e2irr8j. Then an element of T looks
like

21



In this notation the weight associated to the monomial z~o ... Z~" is wfO-P1 ••• W~"-l-Pn

It is important to note that each basis element has a different weight. We call this

situation multiplicity free. Suppose 17 = 2 and k = 3 then the weights are

1

101102

10; 101102 1O~

3 2 2 3
WI 101101 WI1L'2W2

which can be graphically represented as the weight diagram:

•
• •
• • •
• • ••

1.2.3 Complete Integrability and the Complex Case

(2.25)

(2.26)

One would hope that, just as in the case of complex projective space, complete intega-

bility would split geometrically induced representaions into distinct one dimentional

weight spaces. Bott explains that this is the case for sections of a holomorphic line

bundle over complex manifold [B]. Suppose we have an 17 dimensional complex man-

ifold M with a holomorphic effective action of an n torus T(n) with isolated fixed

points.

Theorem 1.1 Suppose the1'e is also a holomorphic equivariant line bundle Lover M.

Then iffhol(M, L), the space of holomorphic sections, doesn't vanish it is multiplicity

free.

Proof. Let m E M, be a fixed point. \Ve can filter fhol(.M, L) by the degree of a

section vanishing at the point m.

(2.27)

Since we are taking holomorphic sections this descending filtration terminates. The

graded pieces Fd Fi-b by the Taylor expansion in n variables is just Si(TmM) 0 Lm,
where Si is the ith symmetric power. This yields an embedding
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(2.28)

Since the fixed points are isolated an we have an effective torus action, the weights

(or normal exponents) are linearly independent at Tm1\l. Hence S*(TmM) splits into

one dimensional pieces which are multiplicity free and so does S*(TmM) @ Lm• This

then induces a multiplicity free splitting of rhol (1\1,L).•

The proof above would seem to indicate that the representation is more or less

determined by the isotropy representations at the fixed points. For sufficiently positive

line bundles this is certainly true. This might tempt one to generalize this for almost

complex structures which are the pointwise analog of complex structures. Here things

become more complicated but potentially workable. Let AI be an almost complex
manifold with almost complex structure J. Suppose T is an n torus acting on the

2n dimensional manifold 1\1. Further suppose that T acts by isometries preserving

the almost complex structure J, and that there is a line bundle L, and a connection
VL which are equivariant. Then there are induced representations on kerDL and

cokerDL' We define the T index of DL as the difference of the characters of these

representations

(2.29)

If the almost complex structure is integrable, i.e. rJ2 = 0, then we can express the

index in terms of the representations on the cohomology

(2.30)

More particularly if the higher cohomology vanishes then

(2.31)

As shown above T splits rhol(1\f, L) into multiplicity one dimensional pieces and so

indT DL is a Laurent polynomial with all +I coefficients. A less stringent condition

would be that the coefficients would be :f:l, which we will call simple multiplicity. In

general there is the following wild conjecture:
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Conjecture 1.1 Let M be a 211 (limwsional almost complex manifold with all the

structure above including a torus T of dimension n acting effectively with isolated

fixed points, then indTDL has simple multiplicity.

Or even a bit wilder:

Conjecture 1.2 This is still true when DL is manufactured from a Spine structure.

On possible approach is to first look at the symplectic version of this problem (which

there will unfortunately not be time for here) which is presumably easier to under-

stand.
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(3.32)

(3.33)

1.3 Bott Towers and the Simple Multiplicity The-

orem

In this section Bott-towers are defined. We show first that for Bott-towers with an

almost complex structure, an action of an n-torus T(n), an equivariant complex line

bundle and an equivariant connection, we can construct an operator DL whose T(nL

index is a character of T(n) with simple multiplicity. This will be done by induction

on the stages of the tower (dimension). The result is established on Cpl first.

Then an argument is given exactly analogous to a spectral sequence argument. By

computing the index "along the fibers" and assuming the index on the base has a

particular form on the base, the result can be established on the bundle. A crucial

piece of the proof uses the index theorem and the multiplicitivity axiom to prove

functioriality. This will be explained in the third and fourth subsections. The this

part is not entirely satisfactory since there should be a direct proof that does not

involve the brief sidetrack into topology. Throughout this section it will be assumed

that an almost complex structure comes with a compatible riemannian metric which
is guaranteed since T(n) is compact.In the following section we establish that the extra

structure that was assumed on the Bott-tower always exist.

1.3.1 The Simple Multiplicity Theorem

Suppose we start with a line bundle L1 over, Cpl :

t
CPl ~f AI}

Now take the direct sum of LI and a trivial bundle and projectivize the fibers:

P(l EEl L}) ~f A/2

t 1r2

A/I

If we assume that the line bundle L} is holomorphic then Afl is a Hirzebruch

surface. We can generalize this as follows. Again suppose we take a line bundle L2
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over M2• We can repeat the process n-times.

P(l EB Ln) - Aln
! 7rn
Aln_t

(3.34)

P(l EB L2)
!7r2

cpt = Mt

Such a collection of spaces and maps, {Ali, 7rd will be called a Bolt tower. An almost

complex structure on a Bolt tower is then a collection of almost complex structures

{Ji} such that Ji is an almost complex structure on Ali and

b) The almost complex structure restricted to fiber Jil cpt is the ordinary complex

structure on cpt.

A complete almost complex action on an n step Bolt tower is an action of an n

torus, T(n) on each Mi, which is effective on Afn and preserves the maps 7ri.

Theorem 1.2 Let {Mil 7ri, Ji} be an almost complex Bolt tower with a complete

torus action of T(n). Suppose thel'e is an efJltivariant line bundle L, and fix an

equivariant connection \7 L and hermitian metric h on Aln, then this data deter-

mines an equivariant operator

(3.35)

and the character indr<nl( DL ) has simple multiplicity.

We first need to prove some propositions. Eventually we will establish Theorem 1.2

by induction. Rather than start at n = 0, a point, it will be necessary to handle the

case n = 1 which will be used in the induction step. After proving this elementary
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step the induction step will be handled as a separate theorem and Theorem 1.2 will
follow as a corollary. Let ~[t = cpt. The group is a circle T( 1) = 8t acting on cpt

preserving its natural complex structure. Suppose we have an equivariant (smooth)

line bundle L over cpt and an equivariant connection Y' L . We will need the

following:

Proposition 1.1 (Atiyah and Bott) Y' Land J on cpt induce a holomorphic

structure on L.

Proof As mentioned in the last section J breaks the complexified cotangent bun-

dle into T*(M)t,O and T*(Af)°.t which are +iand -i eigenspaces respectively. Suppose

we have a local non-vanishing section s E f( L). Now there is a () such that

(3.36)

using the splitting of the complexified cotangent space. Moreover the connection splits

into Y' L = Y' L' + Y' L". \Vhat we really need to do is find a locally trivializing

section which is "holomorphic." Our notion of a holomorphic section of L will mean

one that is killed by Y' L" .

(3.37)

So we should solve the equation,

(3.38)

for f. In the case of a Riemann surface, in particular cpt, this equation has a

solution as explained in [A-B2]. Suppose we had two such solutions sand s locally.
It would then be the case that there was a smooth function 9 such that gs = s. In
this case

0= Y' L"s = og 0 s + 9 Y' L"s = og 0 s (3.39)

so we conclude that og = 0, in other words 9 is holomorphic. Thus we have established

a holomorphic structure on L .•
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It should be clear that, since 51 preserves J, it preserves the splitting and since

V L is an equivariant operator, so is V L" . More generally we have an operator

on forms

(3.40)

So fj 0 V L" = fj 01 for holomorphic frames. Restricting our attention to an almost

complex structure on Cpl, fj2 = 0, since all almost complex structures on Cpl
are integrable. Hence

(3.41)

is a complex. In fact this is just the ordinary Dolbeault complex with coefficients in

a holomorphic line bundle. Denote the cohomology of this complex by Hj(Mll L),

which agrees with sheaf cohomology with coefficients in holomorphic local sections

of L by the Dolbeault theorem. In the sequence 3.41, Ao,qT* Afl 0 L = 0, for

q ~ 2 since dim CPl = 1, so [r = o. If the complex is rolled up as explained in

Section 1.1.3, DL = (fj + 8*) 0 V L" = 8 0 1. Thus ker DL = HO(Mll L) and

coker DL = Hl(Mll L) Suppose l..~ is the Chern number of L on CPl. In other

words k is the number obtained by evaluating the first Chern class of L on the

orientation class of the manifold. The circle acts on CPl fixing two points. Pick

any other point x and the stabilizer of that point in the circle will be the cyclic group

ZIZZ. Using the orientation we can pick out one of the fixed points as a "north pole,"

N.We choose N so that at N, 51 acts on the tangent space as multiplication by e121ri6,

with Z > O. The circle also acts on the fiber of Labove N, LN, by the character

en21ri6. With these numbers fixed the corresponding character at the south pole 5,

es21ri6, is determined by the eq nation s = n - ll..~,(See Figure 1.1)
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s

Figure 1.1: The circle action

Proposition 1.2 If k ~ -1 then Hi(AI1, L) = 0 for i > 0 and

HO(MI, L) = Cn-Ik $Cn-Ilk-l) $ ...$ Cn.

while if k ~ -1 then Hi(A1I, L) = 0 for i =/; 1 and

where Cj denotes 81 acting on C by e2j1riO.

(3.42)

(3.43)

As pointed out above, Hj(A11, L) = 0 for j ~2 a priori. If k < 0 then L is
a negative bundle and HO(MI, L) = 0 by I~odaira vanishing. Using Serre duality
H1(MI, L) = 0 if k + 2 > 0, in other words if k ~ -1. Also as noted above

indsl( DL ) = ch(ker DL ) - ch(coker DL ) = ch(HO(A11, L)) - ch(H1(M1, L).

(3.44)
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(3.45)

(3.46)

So since either kerDL= 0 or cokerDL= 0 we need only compute the index. The Atiyah-

Bott Lefschetz formula (see Section 2.4.2)computes the index from the information

at the fixed points.

..,.n ...." ....n n-lk.... - "" ....
1 - z-I + 1 - zl = 1 - z-I + 1 - zl

.1 - zl(k+l) .
zn-Ik = (1 + zl + Z21+ ... + zkl)zn-Ik

1 - zl

The last equality depends on k ~ O. \Vhen k = -1, indsl ( DL ) = O. The case where

k < 0 is handled similarly yielding:

(3.47)

if k ~ 0 and

(3.48)

if k ~ -2. Since the character determines the representation we are done .•

The next step that will be necessary is to understand how to "restrict" the operator

we are studying DL on kIn to the fibers of 7rn : !I1n-+l\1n_l' More generally suppose

we have a rank 2 complex bundle E over an almost complex manifold {M, Jd. Let
J2 be an almost complex structure on P(E) such that

a) J1T(1r) = T(1r)J2 where 1r: P(E)-+!II is the projection.

b) J2 restricted to a fiber P(Em) ~ CPl coincides with the holomorphic structure

of CPl there.

Assume there is an action of 51 on P(E) that is a bundle automorphism that is,

the action is a "lift" of the trivial action on 1H.

c) the action preserves the almost complex structure.

d) the action is a bundle automorphism, that is, the action is a "lift" of the trivial

action on M.
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Suppose now there is an equivariant line bundle L over Al and an equivariant

connection V L . Then we can form the operator DL = (0 + 0*) @ V L" as
defined in section 1.1.3.

DL : r(t\0,even T* P(E) 0 L)--+ r(t\0,odd T* P(E) @ L) (3.49)

Let i: P(Em)<-+ P(E) be the inclusion of the fiber over m E M. Pulling back the line

bundle i* L, restricting the connection i* V L, and restricting the almost complex

structure J2 (and the metric,) determines an operator

(3.50)

on the fiber over m. As we vary 111 E AI, since restriction and pullbacks are natural,

one obtains a family of operators FL ~ {( DL )m}mEM. Recall that earlier the index

of an operator D was defined as

ind(D) = dim (kerD) - dim (cokerD) (3.51)

To generalize this it is more useful to think of this as a virtual difference of vector

space rather than a difference of integers, in the language of I<-theory we think of

ind(D) E I«point). Hence if there is a family of operators F parameterized by a

manifold X then for each x E X, the two vector spaces kerDx and cokerDx can be

associated with the point. One might hope that each could be used to form a vector

bundle. In fact, independently, there is no reason why the dimensions of these vector

spaces would be locally constant. The index is locally constant and so one forms

the difference "bundle." This is a well defined element of I«X) and will be denoted

Ind(F). If it happens that either ker Dx or coker Dx vanish then the local constancy
of the index guarantees that the other forms a well defined vector bundle as x varies

over X.
Returning to the problem at hand, if we let FL be the family of operators above

in 3.50, then

Proposition 1.3 The index of the family FL is a direct sum of line bundles over M

(connected), 2:i=l Li. If one considers the 51 index, then I ndsl (F) = :f:2:i=l Ai Li
where Ai are certain characters of the circle.
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Proof Restricting to i* L--. P(Em) define "'m, nm, and 1m as in Proposition 1.2.

Note that all of these integers are in fact continuous in m. Hence, since M is connected

they are globally constant. Suppose k ~ -1. Again as in Proposition 1.2, cokerDm =

o for all m E M. Thus Inds1{FL) is an honest vector bundle.

Two representations of a group can be added via direct sum and multiplied via

the tensor product. Denote the Grothendieck group arising from this by R(G), this
then is the representation ring of G. This can also be thought of as a subring of the

Laurent polynomials in rank( G) variables, generated by characters of the group if G
is abelian. For the case G = 51, then R(51) = C[z, Z-I]. Equivariant K-theory is

the Grothendieck group of equivariant virtual bundles. In particular since 51 acts

trivially on M, Ks! (AI) ~ R(51) (9 [{(i\l). Thus again using Proposition 1.2 the 81

action splits the fibers naturally and hence the bundle Inds! (FL) into lines with

characters given by the decomposition (3.47). Hence Inds! (Ft} = Li=1 Ai Li'
where the Ai are characters of the circle determined by 3.47.

To handle the case where k ~ -lone considers - Inds! (FL), which is an honest
vector bundle, and uses 3.48 to obtain Inds! (FL) = - Li=1 Ai Li.

•
We can now attack the induction step. In the next theorem is an exact analogy

of a Leray-Serre spectral sequence argument. It is necessary to use the machinery

of the index since cohomology is not well defined for non-integrable almost complex

structures. In the theorem, two facts will be needed which will be explained in the

next two sections.

Theorem 1.3 5uppose M, JM is an almost complex manifold with a rank 2 complex

vector bundle E. Suppose there is an almost complex structure JP on P = P( E)
such that if 1r: P( E) --.Al is the induced projection, then

b) The restriction of the almost comple:r structure to a fiber JP I Cpl is the ordi-
nary almost complex structure on CPl.

Further assume that there is an action of the group G x 51 on the bundle P and

M such that the action
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c) preserves '1r, JP, and JM

d) st fixes M.
Then if we choose an equivariant line bundle L, and equivariant connection on

the line bundle and a hermitian structure on P then this determines an operator

(3.52)

and there are line bundles Li, over ill, and operators

such that

a

ind axS! ( DL ) = ::I::L Aiinda( D L
i
)

i=l

with Ai weights of the circle Sl.

(3.53)

(3.54)

Proof The proof depends on essentially two facts. One is Proposition 1.3. The
second is the functoriality of the index. This second fact is essentially equivalent to

the multiplicitivity axiom. Argument will be given by appealing to the topological

index.

Suppose we let ;:i = {( DL )x}. Let k be the Chern number when L is restricted

to a single fiber of P-+B. Assume I.: ~ -1. Then Inds! (FL) is an honest vector
bundle over M. In fact it is a G-equivariant vector bundle over M , since all of

the structures used to define Inds! (Ft) are G-equivariant. Set V = Inds! (FL)'
As a bundle V splits into G x Sl-equivariant line bundles V = EBi=lLi over M by

Proposition 1.3. Here the st acts on Li by simple multiplication in the fiber, globally

by the character Ai. Choose G-equivariant connections V L
i
on the line bundles L;

and form the operators

(3.55)

where (a +a*)M is the Dolbeault operator on 1'1. From these connections on L; form
the direct sum connection on V, Vv. Now the functoriality claim which we will need

and which we will argue in the next section is that
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ind GxSI ( DL) = ind GxSI ( Dv )
a

- L '\i ind G( D L; )
i=1

(3.56)

(3.57)

The second equality is just an encapsulazation of the simple nature of the 31 action

on L which was computed in Proposition 1.3. If we consider the case k < -1 then

- Indsl (Ji) is, in this case an honest vector bundle. Letting V = - Indsl (FL) our
formula becomes

a

ind GxSI ( DL ) = - L '\i ind G( D L; )
i=1

(3.58)

•
Before moving on to the functoria.lity of the index we can now prove Theorem 1.2.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. The proof is by induction. It is true for n = 1 by Propo-

sition 1.2. Suppose it is true for any complete almost complex action of an n - 1

torus on an n - 1 step Bott tower. Suppose then we have a complete almost complex

action on an n step Bott tower and apply Theorem 1.3. More precisely let M in The-

orem 1.3 be Mn-1 and P = lv/n• As we will see, Proposition 1.4, in a later section, if
we suppose that T(n) acts on Aln with isolated fixed points, then there is an 31 C T(n)

that fixes Mn-1• Let G = T(n-l). Suppose that the variables {ZI' ••• ' zn} represent

the fundamental characters on Tn. In other words if {(}I, ... ,(}n} are coordinates on

Tn, then Zi = e21riB;. Applying the theorem we have

a

ind T( DL ) = ::I::L '\i ind T(n-1l( D L; )
i=1

(3.59)

where '\ = z~ for some q. By the inductive assumption, ind T(n-1l( D L; ) is a

Laurent polynomial in the variables {zt, ... , Zn-d with coefficients +1 or -1. Since
the characters Ai are all independent it follows that

a

::I::L Ai ind Tn-I ( D L; )
i=1

also has simple multiplicity .•
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As mentioned above this argument is, in some sense, a Leray-Serre spectral se-

quence argument for indexes of operators. It would be tempting to try to generalize

Theorem 1.3, for example, by starting with a rank j complex vector bundle E and

projectivizing. One problem is that Proposition 1.1 would not apply since the holo-

morphic structure mentioned here is only guaranteed for complex curves.
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1.3.2 The Index and the symbol map

In the next two sections it is argued that the index can be thought of a topological

pushforward and is thus functorial. There is a map from elliptic operators (complexes)

£f£(M) on M to K-theory. Suppose D : f{E)~r(F) is elliptic, then its symbol

a(D) : r.*E~Jr* F (3.61)

defines a class in the K-theory of T* AI. In fact if the operator and the bundles are G
equivariant then we have a map £CCc(A1) to f{c(T* AI) which we denote as

[a(D)] = [r.*E, Jr- F, a(D)] E I<c(T* AI).

One can formulate a notion of a G-index which is a map

(3.62)

(3.63)

While there is a purely topological definition of this map the Atiyah-Singer index

theorem states that this index coincides with the analytical notion of an index[A-S1].

In other words

ind ~P[a(D)] = ind~nll D. (3.64)

Moreover suppose F = {DX}XEM is a family of operators on a bundle t/J: P~M,
with fiber F. So

Dx : f{E)~f{F) (3.65)

where E and F are bundles over Fx• If we denote the vertical bundle of t/J : P~M,
by Tp/B, then

[a( F)] E I<c(Tp/B) (3.66)

and again, in their paper on the index of families of elliptic operators [A-S4],

Atiyah and Singer have shown that the topological notion of a family of elliptic

operators coincides precisely with the analytical version:

(3.67)
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Let M be an almost complex manifold with almost complex structure Jl, and let

E-+M be a rank two complex vector bundle over 1'1. Suppose that there is an action

of G on P(E) that comes from an action of G on E and is a lift of an action of G on

M. Assume J2 is an almost complex structure on P(E) such that if Em is the fiber

over m E M, then J2IP(Em) is the standard almost complex structure on Cpl. Now

suppose there is an equivariant line bundle L-+P(E) and an equivariant connection

on the line bundle VL. Then as in section 1.1 we can form the operator

DL : r(l\o.evenT*p(E) @ L)

DL

-+ f(l\o.oddT*p(E) @ L)

(8 + 8*) @ VL

(3.68)

(3.69)

If we fix a point m E M and we let Llm be the pull back of L along the inclusion of

the fiber. We can then form the operator

(DL)m : f(l\o.evenT*p(Em) @ LlnJ
(Ddm

-+ r(l\o,oddT*p(Em) @ Llm)

(8 + 8*)lm @ VLlm

(3.70)

(3.71)

with (fJ + fJ*)lm the Dolbeault operator with respect to the almost complex structure

J21cPl' Define the family of operators F = {(Ddm} mEAt.

Let k be the Chern number of L restricted to a fiber. Recall if k ~ 0 then V =

IndslF is an honest vector bundle over Af. If k < 0 then we can set V = -IndslF,
which is an honest vector bundle, and we can keep track of the sign. Hence we will

assume k ~ O.We choose a G-equivariant connection Vv on the G-equivariant vector

bundle V. Suppose we consider the almost complex structure JI on M. We can then

form the operator

Cv : r(l\o.evenT* Af @ V)-+f(l\o.oddT* Af @ V)

Cv = (8 + 8*) @ Vv
(3.72)

(3.73)

where here fJ + fJ* is with respect to JI on Af. The functoriality statement want to

justify is that

(3.74)
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Here we mean analytical index but as mentioned in ( 3.64) the G-index theorem [A-S

1] tells us that we need only prove this for the topological index:

(3.75)

Our first step will be to compute the symbols of DL and Cy. If N is some manifold
with vector bundles E and F, then suppose that A : r(E)-+r(F) is a first order

differential operator. If 1r : T* N -+N is the projection map then the symbol is a map

a(A) : 1r*E-+1r*F. This can be computed as follows. Let e E (1r*E)17with TJE T*N.

Take a local section s of E such that s( 1r(1])) = e, and take f a function on N such

that f vanishes at 1r(TJ)and d.fTr(17)= 1]. Then we have

a(A)(TJ, e) = (AU' s)) (1r(TJ)).

So the symbol for A = fJ Q9 V'L is

(3.76)

with a( fJQ9 V'L)( TJ,<p Q9 s) = (1]°.1 (up) ({)s, where 1] = 1]1.0+TJo.t, (recall sign convention
m 1.16.) The symbol for DL is

a(DL) : 1r*/\ o.evenT*p(E) (9 L-+1r*/\ o.oddT*p(E) Q9 L (3.78)

with a( DL)( TJ,c.p Q9 s) = (1]0.1 1\ <p + (1]°,1 )*--'<p) (9 s, with --, being the interior product
and the dual, here, is taken with respect to a hermitian metric. Let the operator D
def - -= 8 + 8,*. Thus, when thought of as a classes in K-theory we have

[a(DL)] - [1r*/\ o.evenT*p(E) Q9 L, 1r*/\ o,oddT*p(E) Q9 L, a(DL)]

[1r*/\ o,evenT*p(E), 1r*/\ o.oddT*p(E), a(D)][1r*L]

(3.79)

(3.80)

the multiplication being in K-theory. Note that [1r*L] is not a compactly supported

class but when multiplied by [a(D)] the product does have compact support. In a

similar manner we can establish that [a( Cy)] = [a( C)][1r*V].
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1.3.3 Multiplicitivity and Compatibility

Suppose that there is an action of G on P(E) that comes from an action of G on

E and is a lift of an action of G on A1. Choose an equivariant hermitian metric on

E. Suppose we denote the bundle of complex orthonormal frames F(E). Thus F(E)

is a U(2) principal bundle over 1\1. There is an induced action of G on F(E) as

follows: if 1 E F(E) is a map 1 : C2-+Em for 111, E A1, 9 E G, and v E Em, then
(g . 1)(v) := 9 . I( v). Essentially by construction

F(E) XU(2) C2 = E, (3.81)

with the identification (f, v) t--+ I(v). Thus the left action defined by g.(f, v) = (g.l, v)
is the same as the left action on E via the identification. The standard U(2) action

on C2 induces an action on Cpl and so

P(E) = P(F(E) XU(2) C2) ~ F(E) XU(2) Cpl

Again suppose we restrict L to a fiber CPl. \Ve can form an operator

(3.82)

< DL >: r(/\o,evenT*Cpl 0 L)

< DL >

-+ r(/\ o,oddT*Cpl 0 L)

(8 + 8*) 0 \7L
(3.83)

(3.84)

This operator is equivariant with respect to the U(2) action so let V = indu(2)XS1 «
DL ». Suppose W is a G x H module, and suppose P is a right H principal bundle

then we can form the vector bundle P x H ~V over A1. This extends to a morphism

J1.p : R(G x H) -+ Ka(!vl). Thus we can form a vector bundle F(E) XU(2) V which is

in fact equal to V. Following the notation of [A-S 1] we set a = [O'(C)] while we think

of b = [0'(.1")] "=" [0'« DL > )]. The multiplicitivity axiom, (B3) of [A-S 1] says

(3.85)

The product, ab, needs some clarification. If we denote the projection p : P(E)-+M,

then, using a metric, T*P(E) = Tp(E)/M ffi p*T* A1 where Tp(E)/M is the cotangent.

bundle "along the fibers." If a E Ka(T*1H) while b E J(a(Tp(E)/M) then the product

comes from the map
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J(G(Tp(El/M) 0 [{G(p*T* AI)-+J(G(T*P(E))

So rewriting ( 3.85) we obtain

(3.86)

(3.87)

If we can show that [O'(C)][O'(F)] = [O'(Dd], we will have demonstrated ( 3.74.)
The key condition here is that if p : P(E) -+ Al, then

(3.88)

We assumed that the restriction of J2 to a fiber defined an almost complex structure

on the fiber, although ( 3.88) insures that. l\loreover if we use a hermitian metric on

T*(P(E)), it can be split in to complex subbundles

T*P(E) = Tp(El/M 6:l p*T* ill. (3.89)

We can lift the complex structure J1 up from the Al to p*T* AI via the map p. Because

we assume ( 3.88), we know that the lifted almost complex structure will agree with

the restriction of J2 to the complex subbundle p*T* AI. The hermitian metric gives us
the following splitting

(T*P(E) )0,1 = (Tp(El/M) 0.1 6:l (p*T* Al)o,1 . (3.90)

The compatibility condition further guarantees that (p*T* Af)°.1 = p* (T* Al)o,l .
Suppose Wand U are complex vector spaces then taking wedge products over the

complex numbers we have that

l\(lV 6:l U) = l\(lV) 01\(U)

So applying this to the present situation we find that

even even even
1\0,odd T*P(E) = 1\0,odd Tp(El/M 01\0,odd r* Al

(3.91)

(3.92)

The above identification being compatible with the symbol maps we conclude [O'(C)][O'(F)]

= [O'(DL)]'
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1.4 Towers and actions

Upon studying the definition of the Bott- Tower one may wonder, why we specialize

to starting with a complex line bundle to build our complex plane bundle, and under

what conditions do Bott- Towers have complete torus actions and equivariant almost

complex structures. In this section these questions are addressed. First we define a

pre-Bott tower and then we show that a pre-Bott tower supports a complete Torus

action if and only if it is a Bott tower. For this section we shall assume that M is
simply connected as it will be in pre-Bott and Bott towers.

Definition 1.1 An n-step pre-Bott tower will be a sequence of fiber bundles Mn ~
Mn-l 1l'~1 ••• ..::.; AP ~ CP1 such that at each stage, Afi = P(E), where E is a

complex plane bundle over Afi-1• A pre-Bott tower is called sectioned if each of the
bundles Mi ~ Mi-l has a section.

The main result is the following:

Theorem 1.4 If {AIi, 1rd is a pre-Bott tower then the following are equivalent:

! {Mi,1rd supports an effective action of an n-torus T(n)

2 {Mi, 1rd is sectioned.

3 {Mi,1riJ is a Bott tower

The proof will be given after a number or propositions are proven.

Proposition 1.4 Let M be a 2(n-1)-dimensional compact connected manifold with

a rank 2 complex plane bundle over it E ~ ill. Suppose there is an effective action of

an n-torus of on the bundle P(E) with isolated fixed points, then there is an SI C T(n)

which fixes M.

Proof. Let p E be a fixed point. Then 7r(p) = x E At is a fixed point of M. It

follows that this gives us a representation of T(n) on TxAI. Since Al is 2(n - 1) real
dimensional T(n) cannot be acting effectively on TxAI. In other words there must

be an 51 C T(n) such that 51 fixes Txi\!. \Ve introduce a riemannian metric 9 on
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M. Since T(n) is compact we can average the metric making it T(n) invariant. Let

y E NI be any point. We can find a path / going from x to y which is a geodesic

curve. The action of SI preserves geodesics since the metric is invariant. Now extend

/ maximally (M is compact and hence geodesically complete) to a geodesic i which
must either be isometric to R or SI. In either case since x and TxAI is fixed by SI, Y

is also fixed. This is because there are no orientation preserving isometries of either
R or SI that fix a point other than the identity isometry. Hence SI C T(n) fixes M .•

Next we want to show that the action of T(n) implies the existence of a section:

Proposition 1.5 Let E --+ AI be a rank 2 complex plane bundle over an oriented

manifold M. Suppose that P(E) supports a non-trivial action of SI which fixes the

base space M. Then E --+ Al has an eqlLilmriant section.

Proof. Since M is simply connected P(E) is oriented. Now let 1I"(x)-1 = P(E)x with
x E M. Then SI acts on P(E)x since 1\1 is fixed. SI cannot fix P(E)x since then

if p E P(E)x SI would fix TpP(E)x and hence by the above argument act trivially.

Again we can fix a metric on P(E) and assume that SI acts by isometries. Now we

know this action must have a isolated fixed point on TpP(E)x. If the fixed point were

not isolated SI would act trivially. Now we can surround this fixed point with a disk

of radius to The compliment is also a closed equivariant disk. Hence we know that

there is exactly one fixed point in this disk. \Ve can compare the actions of SI on

the tangents spaces to the fixed point. If one rotates positively with respect to the

orientation the other must rotate negatively. Call the positive one the north pole at

x and denote it nx• Since P(E) is an oriented manifold nx is well defined for all x

and continuous in x. The map:

P(E)

is an equivariant section .•
These two propositions will essentially take care of 1 => 2 of Theorem 1.4. The

next one is addressed at showing 2 => 3.

Proposition 1.6 Let Al be a manifold and 11" : E --+ AI be a rank 2 complex plane

bundle. IfP(E) --+ M has a section s : 1\1 --+ P(E), then there is a natural identifica-

tion (up to a choice of metric) P(E) ~ P(l EBF), where 1 is the trivial complex line

bundle and F is some othel" complex line bundle.
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Proof Natural, here, means up to a choice of metric on E. Let F - P(E) be the
line bundle whose fiber at V' E P(E) is the subspace V C E".(v). Suppose we choose

a hermitian metric h on E. Then let T\' : E\, - V be orthogonal projection onto V.

Since we have a section we can pullback F along s to l\l,

(4.93)

s.F -
1
JI ~-

F

1
P(E).

\Ve have t/J : E - s*F EB1, defined by 1:'( v) = (T( v), II v - T( v) II). This map induces

and identification P(E) ~ P( s.F tV 1).•.

If we use induction we can put these propositions together as follows.

Proof of Theorem 1.4. The statement in trivial for n = 1 since all vector bundles over

a pont are trivial. Assume 1 => 2 for all pre-Bott towers of n - 1 steps with an action

of an n - 1 torus T(n-l). If we have a n step pre-Bott tower {A/n, 1rn} with an action
of an n torus T(n). By Proposition 1.4 we can write T(n) '" T(n-l) x 81, with T(n) an

n - 1 torus acting on Mn-l effectively and 81 fixing .Un-l• Thus we have a section

s : Af'n-l - Aln by Proposition 1..5.
To show 2 => 3 again assume it for all it is true for all pre-Bott towers of n - 1

steps then the induction step follows from Proposition 1.6. The last step 3 => 1 is
proved once again by induction on n. Supposing that we have the n - 1 torus action

on Mn-1 then we can lift this action to the line bundle F '- Afn_l, either as in [K]

or [H]. Let 81 act on the trivial bundle 1 by multiplication by e2hifJ where k E Z and
k =I O. This induces an effective action of T(n) = T(n-l) x 81, on AIn = P(F EB1) .•

\Ve round this section out with two short propositions.

Proposition 1.7 Let {kIn, 1rn} be a pre-Bott tower, then there is an almost complex

structure {In} such that

1 The almost complex structure 7'estricted to a fiber In ICPl is the ordinary complex

structure on CPl.

2 The almost complex structure commutes with the projection operators, In_1T(1rn)
= T(1rn)Jn•
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Proof. As is becoming ritual, the proof is by induction. Suppose we have an almost

complex structure In-l on Aln_l. Choose a riemannian metric on Aln = P(E). At a
point V E P(E), the tangent space splits, T~,(P(E)) ~ V EBVL, into V, the tangents
to the fiber and its orthogonal compliment Vl.. If we restrict T( 1rn) to Vl. at V then
this induces an isomorphism Vl. ~ T1rn(\')Aln-l. Using this isomorphism we can put

an almost complex structure Ja on Vl. via In-1• Since the fibers of 1rn are naturally

isomorphic to CPI there is a natural almost complex structure Jb on V. Thus let In
= Ja EBjb. By construction the two properties are satisfied .•

Proposition 1.8 Let {Aln,1rn} be a Bot! towel' with an-torus T, acting, then there

is an almost complex structure {In} such that

1 The almost complex structure restricted to a fibe1' In ICPl is the ordinary complex

structure on Cpl.

2 The almost complex structure commutes with the projection operators, In_IT(1rn)

= T(1rn)Jn•
3 The almost complex structure is equivariant with respect to T.

Proof. The proof is exactly as above except that since T is compact we choose an

equivariant metric .•
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Chapter 2

Applications to the Bott-Samelson
manifold
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2.1 Batt-Samelson Manifolds

Let I< be a compact simple Lie group and fix a maximal torus T C I<. Suppose ~ is

the set of roots and ~+ is set of positive roots of I<. The Bott-Samelson manifolds

can be built generally out of an ordered subset of ~+. First two different approaches
to these orderings are discussed. In one approach a line is chosen from the positive

to the negative chamber. In the other approach simple roots are used. This second

approach is more convenient when the holomorphic version is examined. The next

three subsections review the homogeneous space picture which is used as a model.

This is applied to the Bott Samelson manifolds to obtain an almost complex structure

preserved by the large torus action, and an equivariant principal connection. This

leads to connections on equivariant line bundles. The Bott Samelson manifold is

shown to be a Bott tower.

2.1.1 Reduced Expressions and Orderings

In [B-S) Bott-Samelson manifolds are constructed using a line (segment) in the lie

algebra of the maximal torus. In other accounts, such as [D) or [J), for example, the
spaces are constructed from reduced expressions of the longest element. The function

of this section is to give some indication how these two approaches are related. For

various reasons it is more useful to use reduced expressions of the longest element of

the Weyl group and this approach will be used exclusively. This section can, thus be

skipped.

Let T C J( be a maximal torus, with Lie algebra t.Let ~ be the set of roots and

~+ be the set of positive roots of f{. Let C+ = {i E tl a( i )> 0, for all a E ~+}
be the positive Weyl chamber. Let C- = {i E tl a( i )< 0, for all a E ~+} be

the negative chamber. For example, the root system associated if J( = SU(3), is A2
as follows:

We identify the Lie algebra with its dual via the killing form, so althought the

roots live in the dual of the maximal toral subalgebra, t*, and the Weyl chambers and

walls live in t, we draw them in the same picture. The positive chamber is shaded.

Suppose Let is a line (segment) which begins in the positive chamber and ends in

the negative chamber. Suppose L is in general position. Since L starts in the positive
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(1.1)

Figure 2.1: The root system of SU(3)

chamber we can choose a point Eo on L, such that for all a E 6+, a( Eo) > O.

Suppose n is the number of positive roots. Since L ends in the negative chamber

there we can find a point p , on L, such that for all a E 6+, a( p ) < O. Since L
-n ~

is in general position a point p on L may be chosen such that for exactly one root,
-1

al E 6+ we have that al ( p ) < O.Continuing in this manner we find a sequence of
-1

points on L, { Eo, ... En} an enumeration of the positive roots {al" .. ,an} such that

aj( E) < 0 if i ~ j and
aj( p.) > 0 if i < j.

-I

In other words if the hyperplanes ~Va = {1 E tl a( 1)= O} are the walls of the
Weyl chambers, then L passes each one. As L passes though ~Va, points on L when
evaluated on a E t*, go from being positive numbers to being negative numbers. This

provides an ordering on the set of positive roots ~+, {at, a2,"', an} where n is the
number of positive roots.

First we should note that al is a simple root. \Ve can see this by noting that

aj(pt} > 0 if j > 1 and at{p.) < 0 as above. If al is not simple then it must be
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Figure 2.2: The root system of SU(3) with line

the sum of some subset of positive roots in ~+, at = ail + ... + aile' But then
o > at(pt} = ail (pd + ... + ai/c(pt} > 0 and this contradiction shows at is simple.

Now {-a}, a2, ... , an} is the set of positive roots associated to the Weyl chamber

Pt is contained in. Continuing in this manner the ordering {a}, a2, ... , an} has the

following property:

Property A For all j, {-all"" -aj-ll aj, ... , an} is a positive root system and
that in that system of positive roots a j is a simple root.

In his letter [Bl], Raoul Bott shows that for an ordering of positive roots like the

one above we can obtain a reduced expression for the longest element of the Weyl

group. Let Ie be the killing form on £, the Lie algebra of J(. This is a negative definite

form and hence induces a metric -I'i- on £ and hence on the subspace t. We have

also a metric on t*.Denote this metric by (,). For a E ~ we define a generator of

the Weyl group, sah') ~r , - ~lQ:Jlwhere, is in t*. If we define the root system

Ri = {-al, ... ,-ai-llaj, ... ,an}, then sa]Ri = Ri+!. Then san ... sal~+ =~_
in other words San' .. Sal = wo, where Wo is the longest element of the Weyl group.
We already have that Sal is a simple reflection (since a is a simple root). Now
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salRI = R2 and Sa~R2 = R1. Also Sa2R2 = R2 \ {a2} U {-a2}. We know that

sa~R2 \ {a2} C R1 and that sa~ (-a2) E -RI• Hence we conclude that the Weyl
I t clef -1 R I . . I .. tgroup e emen W2 = Sal Sa2Sal operates on I c langmg a smg e posItIve root 0 a

negative root and hence is a simple reflection corresponding to a simple root f32• In just
the same way we define the simple reflections Wj = (Saj_l ... Sal )-1 Saj (Saj_l ... SQ'I)

This gives us finally that

(1.2)

where WI is defined to be SOl. This takes us from orderings of positive roots with

Property A to reduced expressions for the longest element of the Weyl group.
Suppose we have are reduced expression for the longest element of the Weyl group

WIW2 ... Wn =Wo. Let al be the simple root associated to WI so that Sal = WI. In
general for each 1 ~ j ~n, the element

(1.3)

is of order two and so corresponds to a reflection of a positive root we call aj. Let

R1 = ~+ and sajRj = Rj+1. Defined in this way it is clear that Rj is a system of
positive roots. We must show that aj is simple in Rj and that

(1.4)

Suppose that this is true for all j < k. Assume further that Rk = {-at, ... ,-ak-t, ak, ... , an}.

It will be shown that Q'k is simple in Rk and that Rk+I = {-at, ... -Q'k, Q'k+t, ••• , an}.

We have that

(1.5)

Since Wk corresponds to a simple reflection wkRI = (R1 \ {-i} )U{ -i}. Thus applying
Sa. to Rk' only changes the sign of the root (WI ... Wj_l h and so

(1.6)
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This demonstrates that there is a bijection between reduced expressions of Wo and

orderings of the positive roots with Property A. One might further wonder whether

given an ordering of the positive roots with Property A, one can find a line Let as

above, which would realize this ordering. Apparently there are counterexamples for
this even for K = 5U(n) for sufficiently high n [H.]

2.1.2 Defining the Bott-Samelson Manifolds

Now suppose that a E ~ is some root. We can consider the subspace to c t with
to ~ {! E tla( ! )= OJ. This is a Lie subalgebra of t and hence by the Frobenious

integrability theorem we find a group Ta C T whose Lie algebra at the identity is to.
In other words Ta is the exponentiated version of to. We define Ka ~r Z(Ta) to be

the centralizer of Ta in K. Note that since T is a torus containing Ta, T C Ka.

Proposition 2.1 Ka/T ~ 52

Proof. The killing form gives a natural metric on K. Let tea) be the orthogonal

compliment to ta in ta. Denote the group associated to the subalgebra tea), K(a).

The compliment to to in t will be written as t(a) and its associated group T(a).

Since Tn K(a) = Tea) and Ka = K(a)T then the inclusion K(a) <-.....+ Ka induces an
isomorphism

(1.7)

The rank one semi-simple compact group l\a must be (by the classification) be iso-

morphic to either 5U(2) or 50(3). In either case

SU(2)/ 51 ~ 50(3)/ 51 ~ 52 (1.8)

Composing isomorphisms we are done. •

A very good example to keep in mind throughout this section (and beyond) is

SU(3). One might think it would be better to start with SU(2) but for our purposes
in this section this is just too simple. \Ve choose a positive set of roots or equivalently

a positive Weyl chamber as before. Now we pick a line L from the positive chamber

to the negative chamber to give us an ordering on the positive roots. The Lie algebra

of SU(3) is the set of traceless skew hermitian 3 x 3 matrices. The maximal torus of
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(1.9)

5U(3) is the set of diagonal 3 x 3 matrices with complex entries of unit modulus and

determinant one. The Lie algebra, then is the set of traceless diagonal 3 x 3 matrices

with arbitrary complex entries:

1=(~ t~~)
o 0 t3

Now suppose that 01( 1 ) = tl - t2, 0'2( 1 ) = t1 - t3, and 03( 1 ) = t2 - t3• Then tat
has the form:

(1.10)

with a, bEe and 2a+b = O. TOI also has this form if we instead assume a, bE 51 C C
and a2b = 1. Hence KOt has the form:

(1.11)

with A E U(2).

Now we return to the general situation. Note that the group ICot = Kot.

Hence, we need only index by elements of ~+. Suppose we have a set {-i'I"'" In}
with Ii E ~+. We define

(1.12)

There is a right action of T x T x ... x T = Tn on K (11' ... , In) defined as follows:

(1.13)

Clearly this is a free action and hence the quotient by this action yields a manifold

which we will denote Mbl" .. "n)' This gives the principal Tn bundle:
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(1.14)
Tn ~ !Chu ... "n)

lp
.I\.1hl""'ln)

Mbl" .. , In), itself, is naturally an 52 bundle over .1\.1hI , ... , In-I)' The bundle
map comes from considering the natural map

!Cbll"" In)
(kll ... kn)

~ !Chl"",ln_l)
t-+ (kI, ... kn-d

(1.15)

This is well defined since in ((kll ... J.:n) • (il,", tn)) = (kll ... kn-d. (tll ••• tn_I)' In
fact it is useful to represent in the notation of a twisted product . In other words if

A is a space with a right action of a group G and B is a space with a left G action
then the quotient

A Xa B d4 {(a,b) E A x B}/{(ag,b) '" (a,gb)} (1.16)

This notation will be used extensively. Let A = !Cbl"'" In-d, B = /(1 jT
and G = Tn-I. Tn-l acts on !Cbl"'" In-I) on the right by the standard right

action. Tn-l acts on [(I jT on the left trivially by the first n - 2 copies of T and

by the standard left multiplication induced action with the last T. This allows us to

represent Mbl"" 'In) clearly as a bundle:

/(ljT ~ ,(bl"'" In-I) XTn-l f{ljT ~ Mhl"'" In)
lin

Mbl"'" In-I)

(1.17)

It should be noted that this bundle has two "nice" sections. Let eE/(l n C /(

denote the identity element. Then we can define the map 0'+ : Mbl,'" 'In-I) -+

Mbl"'" In) by 0'+ ([(kll ... , kn-dD d4 [(kl, ... , kn-l, e)]. This is well defined since
0'+ ([(kll ... , kn-d. (tll ••• , tn-dD = [(k1tll .•. , t;;:2kn-ltn-1l e)] = [(kll •.. , kn-l, e).
(tI, ... , tn-ll tn-d]. Similarly suppose sIn is the element of the Weyl group associated

to the root In' Then we can define another section by the map 0'_ ([(kll ... , kn-dD
~ [(kll ••• ,kn-l,sIJ]. Again this is well defined. First note that since sIn is in the
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(1.18)

Weylgroup,s;y~tns"Yn E t. Henceu_ ([(~~I,... ,~'n-d. (tt, ... ,tn_I)]) = [(kItt, ... ,t;-:2kn-Itn-t,S"YJl
= [(kI, ... ,kn-ll e). (tt, ... , tn-I, S:;~tns"YJ1.

All this should seem reminiscent of the situation in the first section. In fact we

will presently show that we are in precisely that situation. Firstly there is a left action

on MbI"'" "Yn) by a n dimensional torus produced by Bott, [Bl]. Then we can

explicitly identify MbI"" ,"Yn) as the projectivization of a complex rank 2 vector

bundle over MbI"" , "Yn-d . To define the left action on Mbll'" ,"Yn) we first
define a left action of T x ... x T, as follows----..--.......

n times

(st, ... ,sn)*(kll ... ,kn) ~f (SI~~I,SIIs2k2"",S~~ISnkn)

Since T is abelian the left * action and the right • action commute. Thus the

left * action is well defined on M bI" .. ,"Yn) though it is, of course, far from being

effective. Suppose (SI,"', sn) fixes aU of M ("Yl' ... , "Yn) . In particular we must

have that for all ki E J("Yl' klI SI~~IE T. Clearly this can only be the case if SI E T"Yl'
Hence we have

(1.19)

Continuing in this manner we determine that (SI, ... , sn) E T"Y1 X ••• x T"Yn'

Moreover we can see that any thing in this group acts trivially on MbI, ... ,"Yn)'

Hence we define the quotient group t ~f T x ... x T IT"Yl X ••• x T"Yn which acts

effectively on MbI"'" "Yn) .

2.1.3 Principal Bundles

First we recall the notation for principal bundles, principal connections and their

natural specialization to homogeneous spaces, reductive spaces. It turns out, not

surprisingly, that this framework will be very useful for studying the tangent bundle

of MbI"'" "Yn)' It will also allow us to find an almost complex structure which is

compatible with the left action defined above.



A principal bundle (P, B, H, 7r, r) is a fiber bundle P ~ B, a right action of a Lie

group H, r : P x H -+ P which is free and is a bundle automorphism (in other words

it fixes B). As a consequence the fibers of the bundle are isomorphic to H although
not naturally. This yields the natural sequence of bundles

0-+ TplB -+ TP -+ 7r*TB -+ 0 (1.20)

Here 7r*TB is the pullback of the tangent bundle T B along 7r. TPI B is the called the

vertical subbundle of the principal fibration. It is defined, TplB ~r {v E T PIT(7r)v =

O}. Alternately if we let Op : H -+ Op be the orbit map which maps H onto its orbit

through pEP, then Tp PIB =image of Op = T(op)I). Here ~ is the Lie algebra to
H. A principal connection is a Coo equivariant splitting of the exact bundle sequence

1.20. Equivalently it is a choice of a subbundle 1i ~ T P such that for pEP

• T(rh)1ip = 1ip.h where rh is the right action by h E H map .

• 1ip varies smoothly with pEP.

Specializing to homogeneous spaces, suppose G is a Lie group and H is a closed
subgroup. Then

(1.21)

(1.22)

is a principal H bundle over G/ H ~r X. The right action of H on G is induced by

right multiplication in G. TG has a natural trivialization:

TG --+ G x 9

Vg t-+ T(lg)( vg)

where Vg E TgG, and Ig is left multiplication by g. Note that since left and right

multiplication commute this trivialization is compatible with the right action. In
other words the trivializing map in 1.22 is equivariant with respect to the right
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action. The kernel of the map Tgr. : TgG -+ TgllX is clearly T(Lg)l) and hence the

vertical bundle TG/x ~ G x I) again by left translation. TX can be represented as

TG modulo an equivalence relation via the canonical surjection TG -+ T X. Suppose
p, q E TG we will say p '" q iff T(r.)p = T(r.)q. If p = (g, ~) and p = (g', g') with
g,g' E G and ~, g' E fl, then p '" q implies that g' = gh for some h E H. Moreeover

(1.23)

Now essentially by definition r. 0 rh = r. for all h E H. Hence

and

T(r.)T(lg)( g - Ad(h) ~) = 0

(1.24)

(1.25)

Since Lg is a diffeomorphism of G, this means T( r.)( g - Ad( h) ~)= 0 which

implies that ~ - Ad(h) g' E I) and at last that g' = Ad(h-1) ~ + h with h E ~.

It should also be clear that for any choice of 9 E G, h E H, g Efland h E ~,

(g, ~) '" (gh, Ad(h-1) ~ + h). This shows that in fact

TX ~ G XII £1/1) (1.26)

where H acts on G on the right via right multiplication and on fl/~ on the left via

the adjoint action.

2.1.4 Reductive Spaces

Now suppose we want a principle connection on the principle fiber bundle G -+

G/ H = X. Let 9 E G. Due to the second condition we mentioned in defining a

connection (equivariance along the fibers,) once we have chosen a horizontal subspace

'Hg C TgG, then 'Hgh is determined for all h E H. In fact since X has a transitive

left action we could obtain a connection by choosing a compliment to ~, 'He C £I,

provided it satisfied an appropriate compatibility condition with respect to the left
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and right action. In particular suppose m egis an invariant subspace (though

not necessarily fixed) for the adjoint action of G on 9 restricted to H. Then let

'He ~r m and 'Hg ~ T(lg)m. First, since T(lg) is an isomorphism TgG ~ T(lg)g ~
T(lg)(m E9~) ~ 'Hg E9(TG1x)g Secondly

T(rh)T(lg)m
- T(lg)T(h)T(lh-1)T(rh)m -

T(lgh)m

T(lg)T(rh)m
T(lgh)Ad(h-1 )m

'Hgh
(1.27)

since m is Ad invariant on H. Lastly since left multiplication varies smoothly with

g, this actually does define a connection. \Ve will denote the adjoint action restricted

to H by Ad(H). We may rephrase the above as saying that an AdH equivariant
splitting of the exact sequence:

o --. I) --. 9 --. g/I) --. 0 (1.28)

with m the image of g/I), via the splitting, in g, gives a principal connection on

G --. X. We can now write

TX~Gxllm (1.29)

The triple (G, H, m) is called a reductive space. Suppose J( is a compact Lie

group and T C J( is a maximal torus. Using the compactness of J( one can average

to get a unique (after normalization) bi-invariant metric. In particular this will be

adjoint invariant on e so that Ad:/{ --. O( e). Now t is an invariant subspace of the

adjoint action restricted to T. Since T acts on e by isometries it must also preserve

the orthogonal compliment m ~r t.L. Hence (/{, T,m) is a reductive space.

2.1.5 The almost complex structure of the flag manifold

In order to understand and compare these two almost complex structures it will be

useful to review the homogeneous picture. Recall from the last section that we can

decompose e = t E9m . Here m is the orthogonal compliment to t with respect

to the biinvariant metric. Under Ad(T) , e decomposes into irreducible pieces, e
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= t Ef1 Li mi, where Ad(T) acts trivially on t (so this is really a sum of one-real-
dimensional spaces with Ad(T) acting trivially.) Each mj ~ R2 and so there are

two natural isomorphisms (isometries) with C. This gives us a total of 2n equivariant
complex structures on m and so 2n homogeneous almost complex structures on

T(KIT) ~ K x Ad(T) m (1.30)

Of course only a small number of these are integrable. Suppose J is an equivariant

almost complex structure on m. Then m 0 C = n Ef1 n, where here we define n to

be the -i eigenspace and n to be the +i eigenspace. Since J is Ad(T) equivariant
so are nand n. Hence we get a splitting of complex bundles:

T(I{IT) 0 C ~ K x Ad(T) n Ef1 n (1.31)

Define the anti-holomorphic subbundle as TO.l(I{IT) ~ K x Ad(T) n. We can now

define integrability as follows: suppose for every X and Y, vector fields in the complex-

ification of T(KIT) which lie entirely in the anti-holomorphic subbundle TO,l(I</T),

their Lie bracket [X, Y] also lies entirely in TO.1(I{ IT). The fact that this condition

is equivalent to being able to find an honest complex structure with this as its almost

complex structure is a hard theorem of Newlander-Nirenberg [N-N], (for a more mod-

ern proof [H].) The fortunate thing about the homogeneous space KIT is that all of

these computations can be understood in the Lie algebra. This is a situation which

will be sorely missed when we return the to Bott-Samelson manifolds.

As before denote g = e 0 C. Since e I t ~ m , r) ~r t 0 C, g = l) Ef1 Loe~gO

and since n is Ad(T) invariant it follows that n c Loe~ gO. In fact, again by

equivariance n = LoeR gO, where R C~. l\loreover since [gO, g.8] c gO+.8, R
should be a closed subset if J has any prayer of being integrable. In other words

J integrable implies that R is closed. It \\Tillnow turn out very useful to define an

involution of 9 . Suppose X, Y E e, then O"(X + iY) ~ X - iY. 0" is therefore just

complex conjugation with respect to e and is conjugate linear and O'(gO) = g-o.
0' implements an isomorphism n ~ n. From this we see that R is unipotent and

~ = R U -R. This together with the fact that R is closed tells us that R defines a
positive root system ~+ = R. This justifies our use of the notation n since it is in

fact the sum of the negative root spaces with respect to a particular root system. So
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we have that J integrable implies that R is a positive root system. In fact the reverse
is true.

Suppose that we choose a positive root system ~+ our problem will be to find

a J such that R = ~+. Let n = LOE~+ gO. By definition u has e as its fixed
subspace (real.) Naturally m is also fixed under u while u(n)nn = nnn = O. Hence

m n n = 0 and so the inclusion m '-+ 9 implements the real isomorphism m ~ 9

/ b . Here we are using the convention that b = I) ffi n. The quotient of complex

algebras 9 / b is a complex vector space. Using this complex structure and the real

isomorphism, this induces a complex structure, J on m. g/b ~ nand n ~ c ~ n ffin
with n the anti-holomorphic part of the complexification of n. Therefore with the

induced complex structure J on m has n as its anti-holomorphic structure R = ~+.
Suppose we would like to understand this J operator more explicitly. For example,

we can write J in terms of a reasonable basis of m. Let Xo be a nonzero vector

in gO. with 0 E ~+. Now let X_o (~u( Xo) E g-o. So the set { XO}oe~

where 0 runs over all the roots, is a basis for n ffi n. Since u is an involution

this basis is preserved by u. Now suppose y' E [I, let ((Y) = ~(Y + O'(Y)) then
u(((Y)) = ((Y). The fixed point set of 0' is e so ((Y) E e. In other words if Y E ie

then ((Y)=HY + u(Y)) = Y. In other words (Ie = identity. On the other hand if

Y'E e then ((Y)=HY + u(Y)) = O. Now recall that m ~ C = n ffi n = m ffi im. So

it follows that (InEBnis projection onto m along im and ((nffin) = m. We have that

n n m = 0 or for that matter n nm = O. Suppose that v E n n im. v E n implies that

iv E n since n is a complex subspace of [I . Thus if iv E m then iv = 0 = v. Hence
n n im = 0 and n n im = O. From this we conclude that (In: n-m is an isomorphism,

as is (In: n-m. Now Ad(T) preserves the kernel of (, im and restricted to m,

( is the identity which is surely equivariant. l\Ioreover Ad(p) reserves the splitting

n ffi n = m ffi im. So (is equivariant.

In fact it is precisely the isomorphism (In: n-m that we used, to put an integrable

complex structure on . (is equivariant so it preserves the splitting Loe~+ g-O .

Since (Igo is an isomorphism, the real basis of gO , { Xo, i Xo} is mapped to the

real basis of mo, { Xo + )Lo, iXo - iX_a}. Define

def v v If clef . v .v.e = .'\0 + ''\-0 anc = 1..'\0 - 1..'\-0' (1.32)

Now the complex structure on m is defined as the composition of maps J =
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(0 i olga -1. The map i is complex multiplication by the imaginary number i. It
certainly satisfies J2 = -Id. With these definitions Je = f and Jf = -e. By

extending the above basis to all of m we find that

J =
(~~l)

(~ ~l )

(1.33)

Actually it would be nice to see this in terms of g/b. First m.........g/b, in particular

e = Xa + X_a ......[ Xa + X_a + b]. Now i[ Xa + X-a +b] = [i Xa + iX_a-
2i X_a + b] = [ iXa - iX_a + b]. Since f = iXa - iX_a ......[ iXa - iX_a
+ b], we find again that Je = f. The computation that J f = -e goes in the

same manner. This is only a computation of J in m ~ TeT(K/T). However since

J is Ad(T) equivariant, the global almost complex structure is just the one at the

identity coset eT "pushed a.round" on J( /T by the left translation by the left action
of K.

2.1.6 The tangent bundle of Bott-Samelson manifolds

As mentioned earlier Khl"'" A/n) is a Tn principal bundle over Mhll"" In)'
We should keep uppermost in our mind that our right action of Tn is not the one
induced by the straightforward inclusions T .........[(a. Recall that our right action was

defined in 1.13 and is somewhat twisted. The effect of this is that unlike in the homo-

geneous case discussed in the last section, there is no transitive left action on the total

space of the principal bundle that commutes with the bundle right action. First we

will describe the vertical bundle V ~ T( KhI"'" In)/ Mht, ... , In)) sitting inside

T( Kht, ... , In))' Then we find a sequence analogous to 1.20. vVe will describe a

principal connection on Khl'" . "n) . This will allow us, just as in the homoge-

neous case to model the tangent bundle of JVfht"""n) and give Mht"",'n)
an almost complex structure.

As in the homogeneous ca.se we can trivialize T( K( 11" .. , In)) via left translation:

let p = (kt, ... , kn) E Kht, ... , In) then
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is an isomorphism. So T( /ChI" .. ,'In)) ~ A::hi , ... , 'n) X e'l EB... EBe'n' Now the
vertical subspace at p, looks like

(1.35)

(1.36)

where Op: Tn -+ Op is the orbit map. Suppose vEt EB... EBt. Let us take a
representative path

,: (-€,€) ----? Tn

l' 1-+ (tl(1'), ... , tn(1'))

such that ii(r) E 51 and ~rIlr=o = v. So then ~r(p.,)lr=o = T(op)v E Tp( /ChI"" "n))'

Moreover ~rlp-I(P .,)Ir=o = T(lp-dT(op)v E e'l EBe'n' Since

Ip-l(p.,) = Ip-l ((kltl(r),tl(1')-lk2t2(r), ... ,tn_l(r)-lkntn(r))) (1.37)

= (il(r), k;lt1(1')-1 k2t2(r), ... ,k;ltn_1 (1')-1 kntn(r)) (1.38)

by differentiating we see that if v = ( !l,..., tn) then

Note that ti - Ad(k;l) ti-l E e" for all J..~i E e'i'
Hence we see that the vertical subbunclle is the image of the injective map T:

T: /Chl"""n)X tEB ... EBt ----?

((kt, ... ,kn), (!l,..., tn)) 1-+

A::hI , ... , 'n) X e'l EB... EBe'n
( (k}, ... , kn), ( !l,..., tn - Ad(k;l ) tn-I))

(1.40)
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2.1.7 Choosing a Connection

Now as in the reduced space picture we should choose a connection. That is, before

a choice of horizontal subbundle H C T Khl"'" In) analogous to splitting the
sequence 1.20. The relevant sequence in this situation is

O-T( Kht"",ln)/ Mht"",ln))! T( Khl""'ln))-1r*T( Mht""'ln))-O.
(1.41)

The first term in the sequence is the vertical subundle. Here since T is not in-

duced by the inclusion t<--.+e/i, 1r*T(Mhl"" 'In)) is much more complicated than
1r*TX in 1.20. Since each of the [(/j is a compact group, we can find a bi-invariant

metric. As before, the orthogonal compliment of t in eli' m/i is Ad(T) invari-

ant. At the "identity," (e, ... ,e) E Khl"",/n) we choose the horizontal space

He def mil EI1 ... EI1mine ell EI1 ... EI1 el n • More generally if p = (kt ... kn) E

Kht""'/n) then we define Hp C Tp{ Khl"",/n))' by

Hp dE (T(lkl) X ... x T{hn)) mil EI1 ... EI1m/n (1.42)

To show that this is a connection look at Tp{ Khtl"',/n)/ Mht""'/n)) n Hp•
Suppose Te( op)v E Hp for some v = (!!,..., tn) E t EB .•• EI1 t. This implies

(!!,..., tn-Ad{k;l)tn_dE m/IEl1 ... EI1m/n. (1.43)

In particular tt Emil' but !!E t. So since mil n t = {OJ then !!= O. This in
turn implies that t2 E m/2 and so again t2 = O. Continuing in this manner we find

that Tp( Kht, ... ,/n)/ Mht, ... , In)) n Hp = {OJ and hence by a dimension count

(1.44)

Lastly we must check that this decomposition is invariant under the right action

of Tn and Mht, ... 'In)' Let the the map rt: Khll'" ,/n)- Khl,'" 'In), with
t E Tn be right translation by the twisted right action on Khll"" In)' We must

check that Tp{rt) Hp = Hp•t'
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- (T(lkltl) OT(ltl-l) OT(rtl) x ... x T(lt';;:lkntJ oT(lt;l) oT(rtnl) m'l EB... EBm'n

(T(lkltl) x ... x T(lt;;:lkntJ) ° (Ad(tl1) x ... X Ad(t~l)) m'l EB... EBm'n

1{pet

The last equality follows from the equation Ad( t;l )m'i = m'i' This shows that,
just as in the homogeneous case we can write the tangent bundle as a bundle associ-

ated to the priniple bundle K{tl"'" 'n) :

K{tll'" ',n) x Ad(T) x ... x Ad(T) m/'l EB... ED m/'n ~ T( M{tll'" ',n))
(1.45)

In fact the connection 1{ is compatible with the left action defined above ( 1.18).

Suppose p E K{tl"'" 'n) and sEt then define the map is: K{tl"'" In) --+
A def

K{tl"""n) by Is = (s*p). Then

T(is) 1{p

- (T(lsl) x x T(ls;;:lsJ) ° ((T(lkJ x ... x T(hn)) m'l EB... EBm'n

- (T(lslkl) X x T(ls;;:lsnkJ m/'l EB... ED m/'n

2.1.8 The Bott Tower Perspective

We would like to show aBott-Samelson IVlanifold is a Bott-tower. The induction "liet

motif" continues as we begin with the case of a one factor Bott-Samelson manifold.

Proposition 2.2 There is a natural isomorphism

!\,IT ~ P(g /' EB C) (1.46)

which is left T equivariant where T aets by left translation on /(, IT and by the action

induced from the adjoint action of T on g' .

Proof As before in Proposition 2.1, there is a natural isomorphism /(, IT ~

/((,)/T(f) which is T(,) equivariant. Once again T = T,T(,). If we extend the T(,)
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to a T action on K("oIT(f) with Tf acting on the left trivially, then the isomorphism

is also left T equivariant. Let K(f) be the universal cover of K(f)' If K(f) is simply

connected then K(f) = K(f)' In any case there is a natural isomorphism

(1.47)

which again is T equivariant. The simply connected rank one simple compact Lie

group K(f)' has a unique complex bvo dimensional representation V. Restricting to
- If Ifthe maximal torus T(f)' V splits in to weight spaces V ~ 9 2" EBg- 2" • Since this

is a linear representation there is a naturally induced action of K(f) on P(V) Pick
If -a vector in v E 9 2" • This choice is unique in P(V). The action of K(f) on P(V) is

transitive with stabilizer T(f). Thus if O[v) is the orbit of [v], then there are natural
T equivariant isomorphisms

(1.48)

Now note that P(V 0 9 !f) ~ P(V) so finally l\(f)/T(f) ~ P(gf EB C). Composing
isomorphisms we are done. •

Theorem 2.1 MhI""'fn) is a Bolt lower.

Proof. As mentioned above the proof is by induction. Assume M (fI, ... , fn-l)

is a Bott tower. Let L def KhI""'fn_I)xTngfbealinebundleover Mhl, ... ,in-l)'
From the previous proposition

From equation 1.17 we know that Kht"",fn_d XTn KflT """ Mht"",fn), so
we are done .•

2.1.9 An Almost Complex Structure

Again, using the homogeneous case as a model, the identification mi """9i """C
gives us a almost complex structure ( i)(e •...•e) on the vector space mil EB... EBmfn'

Moreover, since these identifications are equivariant under the adjoint action, so is

the operator ( i)(e •...•e) . This implies that using the identification ( 1.45) this induces
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an almost complex structure on T( A1(-)'11"" In)) we will call i. In the same way
an almost complex structure is produced on .\11(-)'1"'" In) , it can produce one on

M(-)'I"" "T) • Thus we get a family of almost complex structures on the various

Mhl"" 'IT) , as r varies, and these almost complex structures commute with the
projections and restricted to the fibers it is the natural complex structure of CP. Thus,
by a slight abuse of notation { M(-)'l"'" In)' i} is an almost complex structure on

an n-step Bott tower. Moreover this almost complex structure is compatible with the

left * action. This follows since the left action on .M('1" .. 'In) lifts to 1.::(/1"'" In)
and i commutes with Ad(T) x ... x Ad(T) . Thus we have a complete almost

complex action on a Bott tower and we will be able to apply Theorem 1.2 to this

case.

One natural question to ask, is whether this almost complex structure is integrable,

i.e. does it come from an complex structure. It is not, in general, integrable as is

indicated by the appearance +1 and -1 in the extended character formulas.

2.1.10 Coefficient Line bundles

To complete the set up used in section 1. we need to generate "coefficient" line
bundles. Define the action of Tn on C as follows:

(1.50)

(1.51)

where eA: are (integral) characters of the torus T. Denote, then, this left Tn module
CAl 18I... 18ICAn' Therefore we define the line bundle

(1.52)

Note that the bundle L defined above in Theorem 2.1 L ~ Lo, ...,o"n ffi Lo, ...,o
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2.2 Bott-Samelson varieties and Demazure's The-

orem

While the above set up is in the environment of real compact Lie groups, the frame-

work for the Borel- Weil-Bott theorem is that of their associated complex semisimple

Lie groups. Our aim here is to relate the index of the operator DL). with irreducible
highest weight representations.

2.2.1 The complex picture

For simplicity we start again with a simple simply connected compact group K.

Let T C K be a maximal torus and let t, and e be the Lie algebras of T and K
respectively. Complexifying these Lie algebras yield the complex simple Lie algebra

9 ~ e 0 C and the complex abelian algebra l) ~f t 0 C. Let G denote the simply

connected complex group associated to the Lie algebra g. Similarly let H denote

the complex torus corresponding to the CaItan subalgebra l). Denote the adjoint

action of G on 9 restricted to H, Ad( H) . Under this action there is the root space

decomposition 9 = LaE~+ g-a EBl) EBLa:E~+ gO . Now define the Borel subalgebra

b = LaE~+ g-a EB~. Note that b is the direct sum of the Cartan subalgebra and
the negative root spaces. This sign convention will allow us to work with highest

weight representations (alternatively we could define the signs in the other way and

work with lowest weight representations.) The corresponding Borel subgroup will be

denoted by B.

There is a natural inclusion f{ <-+ G and f{ n B = T so this induces a map

KIT ~ GIB which is in fact a diffeomorphism. Thus, since GIB is a complex

manifold, this map gives us a complex structure on KIT.
The root space gO for a E ~, is trivially a subalgebra. Correspondingly we have

the root subgroup, Ua. R C ~ is called a closed subset of ~ if ~ n (No +N,8) C R
for all 0,,8 E R. If R c ~ and R n - R = 0 then R is called unipotent. Let R be a

unipotent set of roots and let UR denote the subgroup generated by the subgroups

{Ua}aER' In particular B = HU_~+
Now suppose E C ~+ is the set of simple roots and that ICE is some arbitrary

subset. Then if II denotes the la.ttice defined by I , we define R[ def ~ n II. Let
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[I ~ ~EBLaERl gO be the Lie algebra of the Levi factor. The Levi factor LI as a group,
is thus generated by H and the Ua for all Q E RI. The set R[ ~c -6.+ \(-6.+nRI)
is unipotent. Finally the parabolic subgroup PI ~c LIUR'} where UR'} is called the

unipotent radical of PI The Borel subgroup is in some sense the minimal parabolic

subgroup since P0 = Band B C PI for all possible I. However since this is perhaps

too trivial a case we will call the groups of the form PI = Po, where I = {a}, minimal
parabolic subgroups.

Note that the inclusion J(a '--+ Po: induces the isomorphisms J(aiT ~ Pal B ~

CPl. We define P(-YI"'" Ir) ~c Pit X ••• x P'r' Similar to the right action Tn
on K(-YI"",'n) we define a right action of Br = B x ... x Bon P(-YI"""r),

(2.53)

where (PI, ... ,Pr) E P(-YI"" "r)' and (bl, ••. , br) E Br We have an inclusion map

K(-YI"",'r) '--+ P(-YI""',r) and the inclusion Tr '--+ Br which implement a
diffeomorphism on the quotients:

(2.54)

(2.55)

This diffeomorphism provides us with the means to put a complex structure on

M(-YI"",ln)' In fact M(-YI"""n) is a complex projective variety. To see
this define a map ~

~ : PI! x ... x P'r '--+ G x ... x G ~ Gr

(PI,'" ,Pr) ~ (Pl,PlP2, ... ,Pl'" Pr)

If we let Br act on Gr on the right via component wise right multiplication and

let Br act on P(-Yll"" Ir) via 2.53 then this map is equivariant. Hence this

yields a map on the quotients, which is an injective map of complex manifolds.

(2.56)

Since GIB is a projective variety this map exhibits M(-YI''''',r) as a projective

variety. In fact by identifying the image of </J or more particularly of ~ one can develop

an alternative definition of M(-YI"" "r) . Let lV be the \Veyl group of G, Le. if
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N(T) is the normalizer of the group T, then IV ~r N(T)/T. If w E }V then tV will

always denote a representative of w in G. Recall the Bruhat decomposition,

G = L BlUB
wEW

(2.51)

with BwB nB~' B = 0 when w f:; w' in ~V. \Vith this notation we identify the image

of Ph't, ... , IT) as

(2.58)

Here Wi is the reflection with respect to the simple root Ii and BtviB is the closure

of BtiJiB in G. Since ~ is 1-1, ~(Ph'l".',lr))/Br ~ Mh't, ... "r), where the
right Br action is the one inherited from right multiplication in Gr. It should be

noted that there is in fact a well defined left B action on M h'l' ... , IT) . If bE B
and 9;:\9i E BWiB then so is (bgi_d-1bgi = g;:\gi. Thus we let B act on the left

on GT by b. (9t, ... ,9T) = (bgt, ... ,bgr), and this preserves ~(Ph'l' .. "'T)). This

clearly commute with the left action. Alternately we could act on Ph't, ... "T) by

B by multiplying the first component on the left. By the action defined in 2.53 this

induces a left action of B on ./\;{h'l'''',lr)' A very important point is that the

left * action of t does not commute with the right action of BT. This is because BT is
not an abelian group and so unlike in the real compact picture, we so not get a well

defined action of an n torus with this complex structure.

2.2.2 Schubert Varieties and Cell Decompositions

Let ~(w) = {a: E ~+I- w(a) E ~+} for to E IV. Define n(w) = L:a:e~(w)g-a:

and the corresponding unipotent group U( to). In particular when Wo is the longest

element of W, then U(wo) = U the unipotent radical of B. If lEE is a simple root,

and 8, is the simple reflection in }V associated with " then U(8,) = U-I. Recall

that the Lie algebra of U-a: is £I-a: ~ C. vVecan actually identify U-a: and g-a: via
the exponential map. The exponential map sends multiplication in U-a: to addition
in C. More generally, if l(w) is the length of w E ~V, the exponential map gives us an

identification U( w) :: Cl(w) but not as groups. Bruhat decomposition induces a cell

decomposition of G/ B as follows:
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GIB = U BtiJBIB
wEIV

(2.59)

Here U(W) acts freely on the point tvB E GIB and BtiJBIB = U(w)wBIB ~ Cl(w).

In particular if Wo is the longest element of the \Veyl group then BwoB / B ~ Cn

is an open dense subset of G/ B called the "big cell". In a similar manner there is

decomposition of P, I B ~ Cpl for , simple. In particular P, I B = BIB UBs.,B I B.
In this case Bs., BIB ~ C is the "big cell." This cell map indicates a method of

establishing a cell decomposition of j\l(bl"" "r) . Suppose that we look at the
map

j: cr ~ U_'I X .•• x U-'r ~ P'r X ••• x P'r
(UI,"',Ur) 1--+ (llIS'I, ... ,Urs,J

Which induces a cell map on the quotient

(2.60)

(2.61)

which is analogous to the big cell. The r, r - 1 cells are obtained by forming maps
such as

i: U_'I x 00. X U~, x x U-'r ~ P'r X .00 x P'r
(lll, ,e, ... llr) 1--+ (UIS'I, ... ,e, ... ,urs'r)

(2.62)

(2.63)

where the hat A represents omitting the ith factor. To obtain the r - 2 cells we would

omit the ith and jth terms and so forth. In the case of G/ B the total number

of cells is IWI while Mbl'oo., 'r) has 2r cells. Naturally one expects G/ Band

Mbl,oo",r) to be quite different. We can however establish certain important

connections. First suppose we let <Pr be the map defined in 2.56 <P followed by

projection on the last factor.

<Pr: M b I' 00 • , , r) -+ G/ B
(PI, ... , Pr) 1--+ Pl'" PrB

Suppose Wo is the longest element of the \Veyl group. Let Wo = WIW2 ••• Wn be a

reduced decomposition into simple reflections. In other words WI = S1, where 1i is
some simple root. Then
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(2.64)

Recall that the Tits properties for reductive (Chevalley) groups tell us that if sEE,

w E tV, then sBw C BswB U BwB. l\Ioreover if l(sw) ~ l(w) then sBw C BswB.
Hence 2.64 equals BWl'" wnB = BwB, the big cell in G/ B. Hence <Pnis an
isomorphism on a dense open set and hence <Pnis a birational map.

2.2.3 A Theorem of Demazure

The fact that there is an isomorphism on a Zariski open set indicates the spaces

M (11' ... , In) and G/ B are closely related. Let L -+ G/ B be a holomorphic line

bundle. The result that will be needed later, is that Hq(G/B, L)~ Hq( Mbl,''',/n),<P~ L).
For positive line bundles this can this can be shown for q = 0, with out much difficulty.
For q > 0 and more general line bundles the proof gets quite involved. The result

will be stated with reference but not proven. It should be noted that in this section

sheaf cohomology will be used although this will be the same Dolbeault cohomology

with coefficients in a holomorphic line bundle by the generalized De Rham theorem.

Let OM be the structure sheaf on .1\1{ h'1" .. "n) , in other words the sheaf of
holomorphic functions on Mh'I"'" /'n) . Similarly OGIB be the structure sheaf

on G / B. In fact if <Pn*is interpreted as the pushforward of sheaves, 2.64 is quite

nearly equivalent to the statement that <Pn*OM = OGIB. In fact it is equivalent

since birationality implies that the singular value set is of codimension ~ 2, which

will be r"eviewed, and the rest will follow by Hartogs's theorem.

Proposition 2.3 The set of singular values of the map <Pn: Mbl"""n) -+ GIB
is of codimension ~ 2.

Proof. Let C C G / B be an irreducible component of the singularity set of the

map <Pnand suppose C has codimension 1. For x E C one expects dim<p~I(x) ~ 1.

This implies that dim <p~1 (C) = n which would contradict the fact that <Pnis an
isomorphism on a dense open set. Hence C has codimension 2 or more .•

Suppose V C GIBis an open set and suppose f E OM (V) is some holomorphic

function defined on V. Let U be the big cell in G/ B. Then <Pn*f is well defined
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on un V since <Pnis an isomorphism on <p;I(U n V). Since the singular set C has

codimension ~ 2, <Pn.! can be extended uniquely to V, by Hartogs's theorem. This

push forward defines a left and a right inverse to the ordinary pullback on the sheaf

of holomorphic functions so <Pn*OM = OGIB.

In fact this correspondence is true for sections of line bundles. Suppose L is

a line bundle over GIB. Suppose V is an open set. Since GIB is compact we

can find a finite open covering of V {Uj }7=1 such that Llu; is trivial. A section

s E f(4>;;I(V), <p~LI4>;l(V») hence specifies defined section on V \ (V n C). This can be
extended to V n Ui uniquely since <Pn*OM = OGIB. The extension exists and is also
unique on overlaps and natural with respect to restriction and thus we obtain a well

defined section of Llv which we denote <Pn.s, This will again be a two sided inverse

of the pullback map <p~. Hence in particular we have f( M(,I''''''n),<p~L) '"
f(GIB,L).

In particular suppose A E t* is an integral dominant weight. The integrality

guarantees a well defined character eA : T -- ex. This is uniquely extendable to H,
the complex torus. B = UH so we can extend eA to a character on B by defining

eA(b) = eA(h), where b = uh with u E U, and h E H. A left action of B on C can

be defined by eA (b)a for b E B and a E C. Denote the resulting module CA' In this
manner define the line bundle L,\ ~ G XB eA and its sheaf of sections £(A). The

above shows that

HO(GIB, £(A)) 9E f(GIB, LA) 9E f( .;\.1(,1'" "'n), <P~LA) '" HO(GIB, 4>~ £(A)).
(2.65)

So far this is just an identification of complex vector spaces. There are, however,

left actions of B on G I B and on ."-'1 ('1' ... '1n) and the map <Pnis equivariant with

respect to these actions. Hence 2.6.5 is an isomorphism of left B modules. Since

HO( GIB, £(A)) is also a left G module we can induce a G module structure on

HO(GIB, 4>~ £(A)) via this map. Results along the lines of 2.65 were first announced

by Demazure. An error was found in his proof and it was corrected and extended

by Anderson, Mehta, Ramanan, Ramanathan and Seshadri. The version quoted here

comes from Jantzen's book [J). The notation has been more or less preserved although

Jantzen is working in the context of group schemes. Before the theorem can be stated
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it is absolutely necessary to introduce more notation which will hardly be used. As

mentioned earlier the sets BtoBj B form a cell decomposition of Gj B . While the
sets BwBjB are affine spaces, their closures in GjB, X(w) ~c BwB are in

general more complicated. In fact they can, in general, be singular. More generally,

suppose we have a parabolic subgroup P = PI, as before, with Levi factor LI. Define

the group WI as the Weyl group of the reductive Lie group LI. Alternatively we

can define it as the subgroup of ~V generated by the reflections SO' where 0' E RI.
We now define the variety of partial flags G j P and similar to before, there is a cell

decomposition of Gj P with cells of the form BtoPj P . Here tv E WjWI. In this

case we define the generalized Schubert varieties X(w)p. One may expect that a

relation like 2.65 holds for the X(w) and some ;\lth'l"'" Ir) and in fact there is
the following theorem:

Theorem 2.2 (Demazure et al.)

a) X(w) is a normal variety

c) Let S be locally free sheaf of finite rank on X(w) , then there is a natural
isomorphism,

(2.66)

d) Suppose A E t* is a dominant integral weight, then the 1'estriction map

z: HO( Mht""',n)' £(A» --+ HO( oI,\lth't"",'r)' £(A» is a surjection
of B modules and Hk( Mh'l''''''r), £(A» = 0 ifj > O.

e) Suppose A E t* is a dominant integral weight, and < A,O'v >= 0 for all 0' E
RI, then the restriction map HO(Gj B, £(A» --+ HO( X(w)p, £(A» is a
surjection and Hi( X(w)p, £(A» = 0 for j > o.

Proof. The proof can be found in Jenzen's book Pl, it is in Section 14.5 on page

408 although most of the beginning of Chapter 14 develops the necessary Lemmas.

Corollary 2.1 For A any weight, Hi( Mhl'''' "n), £(A» ~ Hi(GjB, £(A)) .

..?
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Proof. This follows directly from part c) of Theorem 2.2 with P = e, W = Wo the
longest element of the Weyl group, and S = £().).
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2.3 Comparing almost complex structures

In Section 2.1 we showed that M(-Yt, ... , Ir) has an almost complex structure that

is compatible with the action of t .The maximal torus T C t is compatible with

this almost complex structure by restriction. \Ve also have a holomorphic structure

on M(-Yt, ... ,'n) defined in Section 2.2 which is compatible with the action of the
maximal torus T. What we will show in this section that there is a one parameter

family of almost complex structures on Mhi' ...,In) which are compatible with

the action of T. This will be acomplished by explicitly computing the almost complex
endomorphism J for both of these structures.

2.3.1 A family of almost complex structures

In the homogeneous case we see two approaches to defining an almost complex struc-

ture on KIT which, in the end, yield the same result. One way was to use the fact

that m ~ n. We moved the complex structure from n to m at [eT] and "pushed

it around" on KIT. This might be called the "connection approach." The other

way was to use the isomorphism of J( IT ~ GI B, GI B being a complex manifold.

This could be called the homogeneous approach. vVe saw that because they agree

on the tangent space at the identity coset, and because they are invariant under the

transitive left action, they agree everywhere. We shall see that these two approaches

on M(-Yt, ... "n) ,yield different almost complex structures.

Both approaches fit into this principal connection framework. Suppose we have a

principal K-bundle P--+X with base space X. Suppose we have a connection 1{,

ie at a point pEP we have a splitting

(3.67)

Suppose we can put an almost complex involution Jp on each of the horizontal spaces

which commutes with right action. In other words if T(rd denotes the differential of

right translation by k E K then we require that T(7'k)Jp = JpkT(rk)' This then gives

an almost complex structure on X.

From Section 2.2.1 we realized M(-Yll"" In) as the quotient of a complex group

Bn acting freely and holomorphically on the complex manifold P( "Y1, ••• ,"Yn) . In
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fact in a complex reinterpretation of Section 2.1.6 P(Jt, ... , In) is a principal Bn

bundle over M(Jt, .•. , In) . As before we can use left translation to trivialize the

tangent space to P(Jt"",ln)' Suppose p= (Pll"',Pn), then

T(lp-I) = T(lpll) x ... X T(lp;;I): T( P(Jt, ... 'In))P -+ P
/I
EB... EBPIn

(3.68)
To illustrate the computation of the almost complex structure J coming from the

holomorphic structure, we should suppose we only have two factors: M11'/2'
Recall that we have the principal bundle P"" x p"" -+ M"'V "'V. This trivializes11 /2 II' 12
using left multiplication, just as in the real case:

T(lp-I) = T(l -1) x T(l -1): P~y EBP~y -+ T,p( P"'V X P"" )
PI P2 I 2 II /2

(3.69)

with p = (Pt,P2) E P/I x P12' The vertical space of this bundle is also very similar

to the real case and the computation is identical. Fix p E PII X PI2 and abusing
notation let 'Ip be defined

(3.70)
P/I X PI2 X P/I EBP/2

1-+ ((Pt,P2),( bt, b2 - Ad(pi"t)~)
'Ip: P/I x PI2 X b EBb -+

((PllP2), ( bt, b2))

Then the vertical space Vp = Y p( b EBb) and the following is an exact sequence of

complex bundles.

(3.71)

The inclusion of real vector spaces m"" EBm"" <-+ P"'VEBP"'V,induces an inclusion= /1 12 II 12
of bundles 1i <-+ T( PII X PI2). Here as before 1i ~r P/I x PI2 x mIl EBm/2
Now the same argument used to show that Vp n 1ip = 0 in the real case works

here too. One uses the fact that e n b = t and that t n m = 0 and proceeds ex-

actlyas before. Thus the inclusion 1ip<-+ P/I EBP/2 ' induces an (real) isomorphism

1ip '" ( P/I EBPI) Vp). It is though this isomorphism that we give 1ip a com-
plex structure. Suppose that E. E P/I EBP/2 To compute Jp first multiply E. by
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t In PII EBP/2 then project back on to 1-lp along Vp. In particular suppose

that p = (Pi, 0). Suppose also that PI; = £11; EB b. vVe define a projec-

tion operator 71t : Pi-+£1I; with kernel b. Further we define the projection maps
G def I ( + + ) G' Al I D def (1 I +) I + . hi = 2 TJI; + UTJI; ,so i. Pi-+m'i' so et i = - 27lt; - 2UTJI; WIt
Di : Pi-+b. With Gi + Di = I = Identity. With this notation,

(3.72)

While (G1i pi, 0) EmIl EBm/2 we need the second term to be of the form T p( bi, ~
with ( bl' b2) E b x b. The first component must be bl = Dli PI so we need to find

a b2 and a v E m/2 such that

(i PI, 0)( G1i PI, v) + l'p( bl, b2)
(GIipl+Dlipl,V+ b2- Ad(p2"I)DIipI) (3.73)

- (i PI, v + b2 - Ad(p2"1)D1i pI)

from which we glean that v+ b2 = Ad(p2"l )DIi Pl. Since v and b2 are in compli-

mentary spaces we conclude that v = G2 Ad(p2"1)DIi El and b2 = D2 Ad(p2"1 )D1i El.
So

If, on the other hand p = (0, P2) then

(0, P2) - (0, G2i P2) + (0, D2i P2)

- (0, G2i P2) + l'p(O, D2i P2)

Jp becomes a matrix of operators,

(3.74)

(3.75)

Jp = ( G1i ° ) (J11 0) (3.76)
G2 Ad(p2"1 )DIi G2i J21 J22

In the basis defined in equation 1.:32, Gjiej = Ii and Gjili = -ej just as in equa-
tion 1.33. So

J ..n (~~l)
76
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In the general case the form of J with p E PhI"'" In) is

J

with

(3.78)

and more generally, for i > j,

(3.79)

Theorem 2.3 Let Jf be defined as

with (Jdii def fi-J Jii' Jf has four important properties:

(3.80)

(3.81 )

1) Jf is right Tn equivariant and hence is a well defined endomorphism on T( M({l"'" In))'

2) Jf is left T equivariant on T( ,/\I(hl"" "n))'

3) Jf is an almost complex structure for fER.

4) Jo= j and J1 = J.

Proof Once we have shown these four properties we will have shown that there is

an equivariant homotopy of almost complex structures, through equivariant almost

complex structures. Since T( Mhl"" "n)) is a direct sum of two-plane bundles,
the right Tn invariance and the left T equivariance of J implies the same for Jii and

hence for fi-iJii' This takes care of 1) and 2). For 3) we must show that Jf2 = -I,
(with I the identity.) J2 = -I since it comes from a complex structure. So if i > j
then
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I

o = (J2)ii = L JikJki
k=t+i

so it follows that

i I

( J(2)ii = L Jikfi-k JJ.:)fk-i = fi-i ( L JikJkj) = O.
k=l+i k=l+i

(3.82)

(3.83)

On the other hand ( J(2)ii = (J2);; = (J;;)2 = - I 4) is essentially by definition
for J1 and by inspection for Jo.•
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2.4 Definition and Computation of the Extended

Character

In this section the extended character of a finite dimensional representation of a

compact Lie group will be defined. Technically this character depends on a reduced

expression, however it does not seem to actually depend on the reduced expression

and so this will be surpressed. It the extended character can be computed via the

Atiyah-Bott fixed point formula and some formulas will be given.

2.4.1 Definition of the Extended Character

Suppose we have a compact Lie group J( and an irreducible finite dimensional rep-

resentation of K with highest weight >.. First suppose 100 is the longest element of

the Weyl group Wand that 100 = WtW2" • ton is a reduced expression of the longest

element 100, in terms of simple reflections. Then there is a Bott-Samuelson manifold

M('Y l' ... , 'Yn) associated to this expression with a line bundle L associated to the

weight >.. This manifold also has an almost complex structure preserved by the left

action of an n-dimensional torus t which naturally contains T a maximal torus in K.

With a choice of equivariant connection as spelled out in Section 1.1.3 , we construct

a twisted Dolbeault operator ih which is t equivariant. \Vith this notation the

extended character ech(>'), is defined as

clef -ech(>') = indt( DL ). (4.84)

A priori ech(>.) is dependent on a choice of connection, a reduced expression of the

longest element of the Weyl group. \Vhile DL is dependent on a choice of connec-

tion, the G index theorem tells us its index is not. \Vhile it has not been proved here

that ech(>') is independent of the reduced expression, there is certainly some evidence

that it is only dependent on a choice of positive \Veyl chamber. It shall be written

here as if this is the case. The interest in ech( >. ) is due to the following theorem.

Theorem 2.4 Assume >. is a dominant weight. The extended character ech(>.) has

simple multiplicity and its restriction to the maximal torus T,
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ech(A)IT = Ch(A) (4.85)

(4.86)

where ch(A) is the ordinary charaete1' of the highest weight representation associated
to A, when restricted to the maximal torus T.

Proof. By Theorem 2.1 we know that the M(-Yl"'" In) is a Bott tower with torus
action. Define the line bundle LA as

LA = K ('1' ... , In) X Tn Co I:8J ... I:8J CO I:8J C A
1

.;\!t(-Yl''''''n)

Further we showed in Section 2.1.9 that this Bott tower had an almost complex struc-

ture compatible with the complete torus action. Applying Theorem 1.2 we conclude

that ech( A ) has simple multiplicity. To prove equation 4.85 we recall that by Theo-
rem 2.3 there is a family of T-equivariant almost complex structures J€ with Jo = J,
the almost complex structure associated with the holomorphic structure, and J1 = j
the almost complex structure used to define D. vVe can thus form the operators

(,ll)f , the twisted Dolbeault operators associated to the almost complex structures

J€. These operators will all be T-equivariant and ( DL )0 = DL' which is t
equivariant. Hence indT(( DL )0) = indT(( Dd = ech(A)T by the naturality of the

G-index. The G-index of an operator is a homotopy invariant [A-51] so ech(A)r =

indT(( DL )0) = indT(( DL h). Since T acts holomorphically on Mhl'''' 'Tn) and
as discussed in Section 2.2.3 acts on the cohomology spaces as an endomorphism of

vector spaces

TJ: Hi( Mhl,'''''n), LA)- JIi( M(-Yl''''"n), LA)

with gET. The Lefschetz number N(g) of this endomorphism Tg is defined

N(g) cJ:t L trClceT{
J

(4.87)

(4.88)

When 9 = e, the identity element then N( e) is just the integer valued index of the

elliptic complex. As 9 varies in T, then N(g) is a character on T. In fact by definition
the character N(g) is the T-index of of the Dolbeault complex with coefficients in a
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holomorphic line bundle. Now the "rolled up" Dolbeault complex two step with an

operator which coincides with the Dolbeault twisted by the line bundle LA associated
with the almost complex structure that comes form the holomorphic structure. Hence

we have that N(g) = indT(( DL hHg). Demazure theorem tells us that in fact

Hi( M("ft"",fn)' LA) ~ Hi(G/B, </>~ £(A»). Now since we choose a dominant
weight A, we know by Borel- \Veil that HO( G/ B, </>~ £(A)) is the irreducible module

with highest weight A and that Hi(G/B, </>~ £(-\)) = 0 for j > O. Thus we find
that ch(A)(g) = N(g) = ech(Ah(g).

2.4.2 The Atiyah-Bott Lefschetz formula

The original proof that the extended character has simple multiplicity was found

by studying the form of the character as computed by the Atiyah-Bott fixed point

formula. In fact studying the weight in a fiber of the line bundle over a fixed point,

as well as the normal exponents, will yield some curious structures. First we recall
the theorem of Atiyah and Bott:

Theorem 2.5 (Atiyah and Bott) Let qE) be an elliptic complex over a compact

manifold M. Suppose p: 1\1 -+1\1 is an endomorphism of AI whose graph in M x M

is transversal to the diagonal ~ : 111 -+ AI x ill. Further let T be an endomorphism

of f(E) induced by a lifting T of p , then if L(T) is the Lefschetz number then

L(T) = L V(p)
pEP

Where P is the fixed point set and

) l:d -l)ktrace T;v(p = -.,;~--_----£...I det (1 - dpp)1

(4.89)

(4.90)

Now more specifically let us assume that Al is an almost complex manifold with

almost complex structure J. Assume that there is a diffeomorphism p : M -+ M
which preserves J. Suppose we have a line bundle L -+ AI, and a lifting <p : p*L
-+ L, of p, and a connection '\7L which is preserved by the composition <p 0 p*. As

before, then, we can form the operator DL and there will be induced complex linear

automorphisms A+ on ker DL and A- on coker DL. The Lefschetz number in this

case IS
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L(p, <.p) = tracec A+ - tracec A - . (4.91 )

Theorem 2.6 Suppose p has isolated fi.red points. Denote the Lefschetz number

L(p, c.p) given by the action on ker DL and coker DL. Then

L(p, <.p) = ~ dele( 1':T(p )'r (4.92)

Proof As in Section 1.1.2 we can lift p to TJ.\f --. TAl by T(p), and to T*M pT*M

by T*(p), the transpose. Further because p preserves J, when we extend T(p) to

T(p)* @ 1 on T* M @ C, T(p)* 01 = T(pt' w T(p)*" with

(4.93)

and on the (0, q) forms,

(4.94)

Then we have a lifting of p to l\o,qT*l\f 0 L via I\qT(p)*" 0 <.p. The Atiyah-Bott

formula tell us that at a fixed point ]J

(4.95)

If A is an endomorphism of a finite dimensional vector space V, I\k A its kth exterior
power and A * its transpose we have

I) -lltrace(l\kA) = det(l - A)

and

det(A*) = det(A).

From this, and the fact that <.pp is just a complex number,
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Let V be a complex vector space thought of as a real vector space with an anti-

involution J, J2 = -I. Suppose A is an endomorphism of V which commutes with J.

If we complexify V 0 C = vt,O EBVO,I then A 01 = A' EBA" preserves this splitting.
Complex conjugation provides a real isomorphism Vt,o ~ VO,t and commutes with

A 01 on V 0 c. It follows that

detc{1 - A') = detc(1 - A"). (4.99)

We also have that

detR(1 - A) = detc{1 - 10 A)

detc( 1 - A')detc{1 - A')

(4.100)

(4.101)

which is thus positive. Putting these facts together we get finally that

•

(4.102)

(4.103)

detc (1 - Tp(p)*")

detc(l - T(p)')

<pp detc(1 - T(p)')cletc(l- T(p)")
<pp

lI(p)

2.4.3 Computation of the Extended Character

It is illustrative to apply the fixed point formula more explicitly. For clarity the

computation of the fixed point information on a 2 factor Bott-Samelson variety and

the more general formulas given. \Vith the notation used in Section 2.1.9. let LAloA2
be a line bundle over M11'/2. Suppose [("~1'1.:2)] E Mll'''h is a fixed point. We

want to compute how much the fiber over [(1.:1, "~2)] rotates as we act on the left.

Suppose (5I, 52) E T x T is an element of the torus that acts on /(/1 x /(/2 on the

right. Let (tI, t2) E t be an element of the 2-torus which acts on the left. At the

fixed point we have

(4.104)
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Recall that t = T IT"'!1 X TIT "'12' The killing form induces a metric (,) on t*. Let

t 1 E t be the vector such that /3( t 1 ) = ° for all /3 E t* such that (/3, 'Yd =
o and 'YI ( !!.) = 2. Thus t 1 is an infini tesimal generator of T IT"'!1' Similarly
define t2 to obtain a basis for i. Recall also that the fixed points of the left tare
{(e, e), (w}, e), (e, W2), (WI, W2),} with tVi a representative of the non trivial element

of the Weyl group of l{"'!i' There is a bijection I\. : C2 = {O, I} x {O,I} -+ fixed points,

1\.(0,0) = (e,e) 1\.(0,1) = (e,w2)
1\.(1,0) = (wI,e) 1\.(1,1) = (WI,W2)'

(4.105)

(4.106)

Denote by Si the reflection in t associated to the root ,i. Let Sii = identity if

mi = 0 and Sii = Si if mi = 1. Thus if Zl and Z2 are coordinates on t, the weight in
the fiber of L,\1o,\2 at the fixed point I\. (mil 111.2) is Zf1 Z~2 where

YI = AI(S~1 !!.) + A2(S;n2(s~1 !!. - tl )

Y2 = A2(S;n2 t2 )

In general the formula for a line bundle L,\1 •...,\2 over a Bott-Samelson manifold

Mhl"" ,'Yn) , is

YI = AI(S~l tl ) + A2(S;n2(s~1 tl

Y2 = A2(S;n2 t2 ) + A3(S!r3(s;n2 t2

!!. )+ + An(S:n '" s;n2(s~1 tl

t2 ) + + An(S:n ... s!r3(sr2 t2

tl )

t2 )

(4.107)
We are most interested in those line bundles which are related to representations.

Recall that those line bundles which are "pull-backs" of line bundles on flag manifolds

(or Schubert varieties) are of the form La....••\, so the above formula becomes

1
YI = A(S:n ... S~2(S~ !!.
Y2 = A(S:n "'S!r3(sf t2

(4.108)

Yn = '\(S:n tn )

To compute the "normal exponents" i.e. the weights of the isotropy representation

of the torus at the fixed point, we recall that
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T ( M (-y1" •• , In)) ~ K:(-y l' ... , In) XTn mIl EB ••• EB ml n

and note that

(4.109)

x~ = 11(S~l tl )
x~ = 0

Xl - 0n- x2 - 0n-

tl ))

2.4.4 Expanding the terms

Suppose n = 1. In fact suppose J( = 5U(2), T = 51 and .\( !1 = k = Chern number
of L,\ = - the character of the fiber at the "north pole," (see page for notation.) Then
the fixed point formula reduces to

.,k z-k
(ch(A)) = ech(A) = 1 ., 2 + 2+ z- 1+ z

Expanding the first term about infinity, (I z I> 0) yields
(4.111 )

(4.112)

In the notation of the last section k = y. Let us think of y as a position vector or
origin. In the same spirit x = -2 is the generator of a cone in the weight lattice
(27ri)Z C iR:

-9 -7 -5 -3 -1
Z Z Z Z Z Z

3 5
Z Z

1
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Expanding the second term of 4.111 also about infinity we obtain

-k( -2 -4 ) k-2 k-4 k-6Z -z - z - . .. = -z - z - z -

with corresponding picture

-9 -7
Z Z

1

(4.113)

Here we would like to think of the dots as having negative multiplicity. One way

to be more rigorous about this is to think of each weight u in the lattice as being a

measure ::I:hu1 with support the point u. When we sum the two above terms we get

the pictures

-5 -3 -1
Z Z Z Z

1

If we shrink the size of our lattice and take larger and larger highest weights we

asymptotically approach continuous measure which we can rescale to be Lebesgue

measure. The "continuous" version of our three pictures is then

o
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This can, in fact be made more rigorous by introducing some symplectic geometry.

The intention here is to be more pictorial than precise. Moving to a much more non-

trivial example, assume J( = SU(3). In this case there are two simple roots "YI and "Y2.

A reduced expression for the longest element is 'WI 'W2wI' The Bott-Samelson manifold

M ({b "Y2, "Yd has 8 fixed points. Here are the weights plotted for the expansion of

three of the fixed points:

••

•••••• • •
•••• ••• ••• •••• • •It---t-~~-=-.~~

ss

•

• • • •• • • • • •• • •
• •• • • •• •
• • • • •



The rectangular box is generated by the drawing program and shows the limits of the
plot. The str~nge shape is the image of a "moment map" associated to the line bundle,
connection, manifold and action. The reason for the quotes is that in this context we
must work with a degenerate symplectic form. If we sum all the contributions of the
fixed points we can again see that there is a strong relation between the weights and

the moment map:

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

The bold dots above represent -1 multiplicity while the fainter ones represent +1
multiplicity weights. Here is another view from a different angle:

•

•
•

•

•

•

The restriction from the extended torus to the maximal torus yields a projection in
the dual Lie algebras. This is the same picture viewed along the plane of projection:
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Assymtotically the weight picture approximates this moment map, as we can see
in the following two pictures:
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The image of this "moment map" resembles a twisted cube. This is an apt name

since we can actually consider it the image of a cube. If we consider the Yi of equa-

tions 4.108, as functions on the cube Cn = {O,I} x ... x {O,I}. We can thus define
a map

Y:cn -+ i (4.114)

This twisted cube has some interesting proporties which there is unfortunately no

time expand upon here. It was in fact by studying this shape that an early version

of the simple multiplicity theorem was uncovered. Moreover by looking closely one

can see a region of positive weights (those with +1 multiplicity) that remain after

canceling the negitive weights. These region corresponds, in this example, exactly to

a region Lustig produces in his tract on connical basis. It is by better undersanding

this region that it is hoped a g~ometrical "connonical basis" of the representation

may be found, and that perhaps Bott towers and quantum groups may be connected

(see picture with sharks at the beginning of this chapter.)
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